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In recent years the theory of social utility has been strongly
virged as a basis for determining useful material to be taught in arith-
metic. The present study is definitely a curriculum study. It has been
undertaken for the pxarpose of determining what is useful in the field of
measvu’es and denominate numbers. Problems v;hich this study attempts to
solve are here set forth.
1 . Vihat do grade pupils know or not know in the vreiy of
measures and denominate numbers?
2 . Why do they knovf what they know?
Are the same measures known and used by pupils in all
sections of the covintry?
L|.. Is the ability to apply measures prominent with these
pupils?
5. Is there a difference in the measures used by those in
the riiral localities as compared to the cities?
6 . Is maturitj'’ a vital factor in the measures and denominate
nvir.ibers known and used by children?
7. Are sex differences in the use of measures and denominate
nmbers evident or significant?
8 . Are tables of measures, as such, taught in these sdiools?
This study is directly in line v/ith previous studies in the
field v/'hich liave been conducted for a similar purpose. These studies are




Wilson^ ( 1911 ) sent a questionnaire to the business men of
the community of Connersville^ Indiana for the purpose of ascertaining
vvhat type of onithmetic vra.s used in business# They \iere asked to check,
from among the items on the questionnaire, tlae ones for vdiich they had
considerable use over a period of six months and those for vdiich they had
little or no use for the same period of tine. As for measures, the
replies indicated that these business men were decidedly in favor of
the elimination of Troy weight, apothecarie ’ s weight and the surveyor’s
table. Their basis for suggesting the elimination is that they have
no practical value to the majority of people.
Another study^ vra.s made bj?^ Vfilson (I9I8 ) in vdiich he attempted
to find the actual arithmetic used by adults in their business and
social life. For this prupose he devised and used the School-Pupil-
Survey method vdiich proved to be an efficient method of securing data
from a v/ide area in a short period of time. Superintendents, teachers,
and pupils of the sixth, seventh and eighth grades in tovms and cities
of the Lliddle IVcst cooperated in securing the necessary data. The
pupils were provided mth a blardc on vdiich they made daily reports of
the problems vdiich v^ere solved by their parents. In this v<uy ll|,583
1. Wilson, Guy LI., et al., A Cota’s e of Study in Elementary liathe-
mati cs for the Connersville Schools, Wan'd-ck and York, Baltimore, 1911*
2. Wilson, Gvy IJ.
,
A Survey of the Social and Business Usage of
Arithmetic, Contributions to Education, IIo. 100, Teachers' College,
New York, Coltnbia University, 1919*
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3problems vrere submitted by a reasonably representative group, distrib-
uted among I55 different occupations. The study revealed that
(a) square, time, liquid, cubic, dry, linear eind circular
measwes, measuring, avoird\;^ois weight, carpeting,
plastering, papering and mensuration represented but
a verj^' small percentage of the processes reported,
(b) apothecaries and Troy v/eight appeared so few tines
that it seemed advisable to suggest they be eliminated
from the aritlimetic of the elenentany grades,
(c) reduction of denominate number, table of folding paper,
surveyor's and foreign money tables, most of mensura-
tion,- the trapezoid, trapeziuri, polygons, frustrum,
and sphere did not appear in the study.
In 1919 Wisel mde a more vndely extended study by means of
the School-Pupil-Survey method, including the states of Wisconsin,
Illinois, Iowa, Ilissouri, Texas and California. He made use of super-
intendents, principals, teachers in high school, and grades six, seven
and eight in gathering the data from adults as to the type of aritlimetic
they used in their daily activities. The findings of Wise are almost
identical with those of tlie Wilson survey. ^ He foimd that problems in
mensuration, cubic and square measure, vrere used occasionally in
connection ivith farm work, such as finding the cubical contents of
bins, silos, cribs, etc. There vrere no problems involving apothecarie ’
s
1 . IVise, Carl T. "Arithmetic problems Arising in Various Occupa-
tions", Elementary School Journal, 20 ; II8-I36, October, 1919 »
2 . Wilson, op. cit

uor Troy vreigh'fc, as only "the comon uiiits of vreights and measures are
used by the average individual. His study also revealed that people
were seldom called upon to use or solve problems relating to painting,
plastering and masonry. He recommends that time in school be given
to the common measvires vdiich are useful.
I.!itchell^ ( 1919 ) sought to determine the relative importance
of various elements of arithmetic by examining the aritlmetic appearing
in a liardv/are catalogue, marked-down sales advertisements, a standard
cook book and the payrolls of several flower and feather factories.
The m.ost connonly used measure in connection ivith the factory pa^o'olls
and the hardware catalogue v/as the dozen, it being the sole mit of
measurement‘s used in the factory paj.Tolls. Measures used frequently
in the hardware catalogue vfere foot, inch, yard, pound, ounce, gross,
quart, hundred, square foot, hundred-foot and hundred square feet.
The dozen and gross appeared 1974 times out of a total of l+O? units of
measurement. Measures vdiich appeared in the cook book are teaspoonful,
tablespoonful, cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, ounce, pound end unit.
Ho reductions w'ere apparent in the study.
Vfoody3 ( 1922 ) examined 14.^661 bills of sale from three large
1. Mitchell, H. Edvri.n, "Some Social Demands on the Covirse of Study
in /a'ithmetic , " Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Societ;," for the
Study of Education, Part I, pp. J-l^, 1918*




Vfoody, Clifford, "Types of Aritlimctic Heeded in Certain Typos
of Salesmanship," Elementary School Journal, 22: 505“ 520, March, 1922.

5vdiolesale and retail stores in Seattle, TJasliington to secure infojniation
concerning the aritlunetic needed 'by clerks in the selling of goods and
by the consumers in the purchasing of goods. Eis study revealed the
folloi\ijn.g conclusions:
(a) that reduction of dencmdnate numbers and denominate
numbers as such are not used in either the purchasing or
selling of goods,
(b) that such measures as dozen, yard, pound, foot, inch,
bale, pair and fractional portions or multiples of these
units T^ere used extensively,
(c) that the dozen v.ns especially used in connection v/ith the
hardv.nre business, strictly in terms of dozen and not
in terras of lov'er imits. Fractional parts of the gross
vrere used such as l/2 and l/U gross, but no reductions
vrere attempted. The same is true vdth yard in connec-
tion mth hardT.TLre and department stores. Ke indicates
that evidence could be cited in the use of such m.easvires
as gallon, pound, inch, ton and barrel.
A study vras made by Bowden^ (I929 ) from the consumer’s viev/-
point. T\to questionnaires, called answeraires, -were used. Eighteen
different "types of aritlmetic v/ere included, among which are denoiainate
nirmbers and measures. The first questionnaire, containing 3^5 problems
1. Bowden, A. 0., "Consiners Uses of Arithmetic,” Contribaitions
to Education, IJo. 3^0* Teachers’ College, Eevr York, Colvnbia University,
1929.

6wiiich he selected and assiiraed to be useful t;;>rpes, v/ere checked ty 662
persons chosen from nearly all v.nlks of life in cities in llevi Mexico,
Illinois and hentucky. They vrere to check the actual use or remeribered
use of these eighteen different types according to the life situations
of b\^-ing, making change, reading, investing, ra*iting, travel and re-
creation. The second blank, consisting of selected items from the first
questionnaire, ims sent to superintendents of cities in six different
states. These v«-ere given to sixth grade children who took them home
to be filled out by their parents. There v/ere yi+O retiu-ns. Cf the
eighteen types investigated, he found compound denominate numbers to
-2.
be among the most commonly used. He assumed all the items investigated
to be legitimate ones for school instruction. On the basis of this
assumption he reconunends the teaching of the most commonly used ones.
He made no attempt to ascertain the specific type of denominate nvmbers
vdiich cj:e useful.
Six leading business stores of Porto Hico were studied by
Troniello^ (1930) "bo secure data concerning the useful measures in
business. Those checked were a department store, a drug store, a
vdiolesale grocery house, a retail grocer^,’’ store, a furniture manu-
facturing company and a tobacco company. Of a possible 89 vciits of
measvirement
,
only 50 were involved in mailing the study. Of this
number only 29 mits of measuror’.ent were actu8.11y being used in these
different business concerns. Of a total of i+ty items listed in the
1. Traniello, Angelo, Tables of Pleasures in Business , Master's
Thesis, School of Education, Boston University, 1950*
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7study, only 7 items called for more than one unit of measure. These
7 units are distributed thus, the department store 3, the drug store 1
and the retail grocery store i|. It is interesting to note that a table
of measure is never used in its entirity and that reduction of denomin-
ate nvmbers is absent. ITlien two units are needed to indicate a commodity,





( 1931 ) studied five of the leading industries in cities
in the state of Rhode Islo.nd to determine vrhat measunes are used in
industry, Her findings indicated that;
(a) of a possible 93 units of measTxrement, only 33 units
were used in these five industries, vdth but 23 percent of
those employed inalcing use of them, thus indicating that
t}iree-foijrths of the persons employed, or 77 percent did
not need to use or understand any units of measurement.
(b) of the 16 different tables of weights and measures that
were listed, units from only 12 v/ere required in tliese
five industries.
(c) a table of measurement as such is seldom used in its
entiritjr, usually only one unit of the table being
necessary'-.
(d) the inch is thie most common unit of measxirement vritli
the pound (avoirdupois) ranldLng second in frequency.
1. Louth, Ilary DeSales, Measures in Industry
,
Master 's Thesis,
School of Education, Boston Univercit;,'', 193i«

8From her study she concluded that
-tdiere is no need for the
memorization of the tables of v/eights and measures, that the addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division of compound denoEiinate numbers
have litole, if any, value, and that reductions ascending and descending
have no value.
Another study in the field of industry v/as made 'by Sala^
( 1931 ) • Ke checked on the measures used by iron, ball bearing and
hardv;a.re factories in llevr Britain, Connecticut, Kis conclusions corn-
pane favorably v;-ith those of the Louth study. He found that:
(a) over 6l percent of the persons employed in the four
factories did not need to use or understand any of the 18
units, of the 67 possible xmits of the 11 tables, used by
the fovir factories. This means that 39 percent of the
employees are experts who have been trained for their Vkurk,
(b) a table of measure is never used in its entirity.
(c) the inch and the poind were the most common measures
used, ’.vith the pound rating second in frequency’-.
(d) the memorizing of tables and the teaching of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division of compoimd
denominate numbers has little or no value in industry.
1. Sala, Vincent, Measures in Industry, Master's Thesis, School
of Education, Boston Universit;;,’', 1931*

9Dalir.’rple ' study (I95U) of the fractions used in business
and life in connections vdth several proninent business firms in the
ciiy of Boston revealed some interesting data concerning measures as
related to fractions* All told there "vvere 206L
1
.I units of measurement
found in the study. Those appearing most frequently are inch, size,
number, vrool, yard, foot pint, quart, ounce, pound, horse power, cent,
and carat. They represent 97*785 percent of the total nvnber of 206[;1
mits of measurements. Inch v/as the m.ost frequently used of all the
measures. Yard ivas the next most frequently used measure in the studj'-
of household equipment, while size appeared most frequently vdth
clothing. As a measvtre vrool vra.s used in refering to an article as 60
percent vrool, etc. Tliere is no indication of the reduction in denominate
numbers. V/here flections vrore involved, commodities were sold or
purchased on the basis of fractional parts previously deterrained.
During the summer of 193^ v.Titer made a prelimnary
study of six woolen and worsted mills in the state of Massachusetts
for the purpose of securing information concerning the measures used
in the wool industry'-. It is interesting to note the narked similarity
of the m.easures used in this indvistrj’- as compared to the two previous
studies. Aside from the pick measure, used in noting the number of
timros the shuttle crosses the loon in a week, the pound is the mrost
frequently used measure. Such measvures as ounce, gram, kilov.’att, ton,
1. Dalryn'.ple, Charles 0. Fractions in Business , Doctor’s Disserta-




ajxd square foot are used by those employed in the clerical, purchasing,
and dyeing departments* These individuals represent a very small group
who are especially trained for their work* Other measures used are the
inch, foot, yard and hour. Of the I4.6OO employees of the two mills,
from which specific information was received, psrsons or 8l(.*0 per-
cent do not need to make use of any measures*
Several wool merchants^ of the city of Boston were interviewed
concerning the type of measures used in the purchasing of wool* Pound
was found to be the only measure used* Wool may come by the bag, car-
load, bale, or ton but is measured in terms of poxmd, since the nvimber
of pounds to a bale, bag, or carload varies.
EDUCATIOIIAL FIELDS
Jessup and Coffman^ ( 1911;) sent a questionnaire to I7OO super-
intendents of cities of i;000 population or over and to every'- sixth
county superintendent in the United States asking them to check items
which in their opinion should be eliminated from the course of study
in arithmetic. The returns from 867 cities and lli| coun-ty superinten-
dents indicated a decided tendency in favor of either eliminating or
spending less time on alligation, cube root, progression, and the
obsolete tables of surveyor’s measure and folding paper. The study
indicates a decided emphasis on the more useful processes in arithmetic.
1 . Unpublished data.
2 . Jessup, V/.A., ’’Current Practices and Standards in Arithmetic,"
Fourteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I, pp* 116-130, 1915*
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A survey nade Chase^ (I917) on mensura'bion consis'ted of a
teso on finding ohe areas and volumes of the square, rectangle, rhomboid,
triangle, and circle, and the use made of mensuration in out-of-school
life. Of the children (grade 7) vdio tool: the test on finding areas and
volumes, lik percent could not find ary one of them. Only one of the
fifteen teachers found all of them correctly. In seeking information
concerning the use nade of mensui’ation facts out of school, she found
that 08 percent of the vromen and 30 percent of the men crossed out
eveiy^thing, thus indicating no use whatsoever for them. The manual
training teachers indicated that, aside from board feet, areas and
volumes were needed in tlieir v/ork. She questions much of the vrork
found in the arithmetic textbooks.
Noon2 (1919) sought to determine what arithmetic should be
acquired by children by the tine they reach the seventh grade. Child-
ren of a good residential section of Boston v:ere asked to tell what use
of numbers they nade or noticed outside of school. Among the items
listed only a vei*y few related to measures. Ability to tell time and
a knov;^ledge of pound, as related to the quantity of articles to be
purchased, were reported by children in the foin*th grade. The only
1. Chase, Sara, ’tyaste in Arithmetic," Teachers College Record ,
18: 35O” 570 » September, 1917*
2. I'Joon, Philo G.
,
"The Cliild's Use of Humber s," Journal of




measure reported in the fifth grade vra.s that of neasiuring objects.
The sixth grade children did not report any, -while the seventh (a I07/
seventh grade) reported the use of scales in weighing and the timing
of food in cooking.
By means of the personal intervie-w method Smith
^
(1921!.) vj-i-bh
the assistance of teachers gathered information from 5OO advanced firs-b-
grade (lA) children in Detroit. Each of them v/as interviev;ed twenty
times, giving a total of 10,000 interviev.-s. Of the various simple
arithmetical operations used by these children, measuring ranked sixth,
vd.th a frequency of 5*5 percent. The measures used v/ere vei^'- simple,
being related to sewing, manual training, height, objects, distance,
and such measures as pint, qviart, and pound in playiiig store. Tliis
study indicates -bhat spatial measurement plays a verj’- small part in
the use of numbers of firs-t-grade children.
TiTilliams^ (1921) examined a textbook in Chemistry to ascer-
tain vdiat preparatorj'- mathematics is needed by a college freshman
student. In the body of the text 73 different denominate nmbers v.-ere
used, of vdiich degree had -bhe greatest frequency’-. First, second, third,
once, -tv-ri-ce, double, and triple were used quite frequently. In connect-
ion vdth problem solving, the gross, liter, and degree were frequently
1. Smith, Eila B.
,
"The Uses of Arithmetic in the Out-of-School




"The lAthematics Needed in Fresliman Chemistrjs"
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used, p;ross appearing the most frequently.
CallaAvay^ ( 1923 ) in a companion study to that of vTilliains,
examined a freshman textbook on clothing for vromen. The tvro
most important measures used in making clothing she found to be
long measure and United States money. Contrary to vdiat one might
think, the inch utxs fo\md to be the most commonly used, appearing
1122 times out of a total of 1723 uses of denominate n\;mbers. The
dollar sign appeared times, v/hile the yard had a frequency of
70 . Reduction of yards to inches, inches to yards, and dravmng
a line of a given length were used in the solution of problems.
It is evident that only very simple vrork in reductions is necessary'
for even the college student of clothing.
The next three surveys are different from other studies,
previously mentioned, in that each is confined to a single school
system.
1. Callaimy, T.T., Mathematics Needed in a Rreshman Course in
Clothing, Unpublished study reported in Curriculum Construc-
by Charters, Macmillan Company, 1923* P?» 2l|.l-2Li.3«tion

The Edvrajd Everott study^ ;ms confined to a single school
building. Pupils in the seventh and eighth grades gathered data of
actual figiu-ing done by their parents over a period of t-//o vreeks.
Less than one percent of the figuring done involved measures and
denominate numbers.
2The Melrose survey made by teachers revealed practically
the same results as the Edvra.rd Everett study, except that fractions and
decimals vrere slightlj^ extended, due to the fact that teachers sought
out end intervievred a larger proportion of people in highly specialized
industries.
A more recent survey3 made in the Boston area by a group of
Boston University students confirmed the findings of the other surveys
so completely that the group did not find it necessary to complete the
stiidy. The only use made of denominate numbers ivas in the v/ay of
simple measures - dollars, cents, yards, quarts, etc.
The most far reaching study to date in the field of measures
and denominate numbers is that of Dorothy IVilsoiA (I936 ). She made
1. Wilson, Guy II., "i^hat Arithmetic Shall We teachj Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1926, p. 60
2. ’Wilson, Ibid. p. 63 *
3 . Wilson, Ibid. p. 6U»
I;. Wilson, Dorothy W.
,
V/hat Measures Do People Knov/, and Why
,
Master's Thesis, School of Education, Boston University, 193^.
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use of the questionnaire method in checking v.lth 2,817 individvials
distributed in ttio follovdng manner, IO97 pupils in grades tliroe-to
six, 961 pupils in Junior and senior high school, 3IO adults in Uev/
England, 332 adults in the Iliddle Yfest, I1.3 adults on the Pacific
Coast and 77 Q-dults in the Southern states. The questionnaire consisted
of one page calling for information concerning the in v.-hich certain
commodities are sold, the abilii^r to apply measurement and the Imowledge
of certain measures and denominate numbers. Her conclusions are:
(a) that both children and adults have a knov/ledge of
the measures used in the bi;ying and selling of
commodities vdth \7iiich they have had experience,
(b) that neither children nor adults are able to
estimate heights, lengths, and distances vdth any
degree of accuracy,
(c) that tabled facts vdiich do not come vdthin the
experience of the child are little loiovm,
(d) that even adults do not laiov; certain tabled facts
vdiich are generally taught,
(e) that experience seems to be the most important
factor in connection vdth the knovdedge of measures
and denominate numbers.
The present stucfy, a companion to the Wilson study^ is confined
to the use of denominate nmbers and measures among school cliildren.
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It covers a much wider range of territory, extending into i+3 of the
i+S states and the District of Columbia. As a repeated study it is
fully justified as indicated by Peter’s study
^
in which he shov/s that
the massing of experiments on one theme greatly increases both relia-
bility and validity.
Details of the plan of this study appear in Chapter II.
1. Peters, Charles C., ”An Example of Replication of an Experiment
for Increased Reliability,"
September, 1938*
Journal of Educational Research, 32: 3“10
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CHAPTER II
THE !.P)Ti:CD OF PROCEDURE
As a basis for this study the questionnaire nethod has been
used. It is recognized that there is much of unreliability in the use
of this method. Hov/ever, for this particular study it seemed the best
procediire to use in gathering information from a v/ide area. T/ith tlie
cooperation of her directing professor, the voriter v/as personally
enabled to try out the present form of the questionnaire v-mth a
representative group of students at Boston University before sending
it out to schools throughout the comtr;,’-. Previous studies of a
sim.ilar nature had given basis for criticism and modification of the
questionnaire.
Fom of Questioniiaire
The form of the questioimaire, as shoTrti in Exhibit I, is
similar to the one used and recommended 'by Dorotliy ViTilson^ in her
st\idy on denominate numbers and measiores. In drafting the questionnaire
slight modifications v/ere made. A fevr different and additional items
were included with a total slightly in excess of the nvonber in her
qiiestionnaire. The last section is entirely new. It seemed advisable
to limit the number of selected choices for each answer to iiiroe,
indicated ty "1”, (school), "2", (experience), and "3", (guess) in
tlie questionnaire.
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Father » s o c cupation Ko'ther’s occu'i^tron
'
Lines of vrork you have done at hone or for nay
~
llunher of years spent in public schools
^
In ansiTering tlie follovn.ng questions, indicate after each answer a number as
folloT/-s: (1) learned in school (2) learned it from experience (3) guessed.
Place OITLY OLE number after each question.
Indicate hovr each article is sold. The ansv/er to the first one is given.
(Answer ) (Humber 1, 2, or 3)










II Kasvrer these questions, followed in’- the nimiber 1, 2, or 3 . The first one is
ansevered.
(Answer) (iTunber 1, 2, or 3 )
Sample: How many feet in a yard?
1 . Eot^ many inches in a foot?
2 . Hovf many seconds in a minute?
—
Hot;- many cups of milk in a pint?
How many cubic inches in a cubic foot?
How many acres in a quarter section?
IIov; maJT/- pounds in a bushel of wheat?
How many penny-weight in an ounce?
How many dozen eggs in a crate?
9 . How many rods in a mile?
10. How many pecks in a bushel?
11. V/hat is a good average yield of
cotton per acre?
12. Vdmt is a good average yield of
vdieat per acre?
III Give the required dimensions and follow each bj,’- the number 1, 2 or 3*
(Answer) (ITumber 1, 2 or 3 )
1. Height of dining-room table
2. Height of ceiling of living-room
3 . Distance betireen rails of railroad
i).. Glove size of average man
5 . Ilidth of regular full size bed
Anffirer the follovdng question by underlining eitlier tlie word YES o_r 110.
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The questionnaire consists of four sections, each calling for
a different type of inforaation concerning measures. Section I calls
for infomation v.lth respect to the vra.y in vrhich seven different
cormiodities are sold. The commodities chosen are comiiion in trade,
some in all parts of the comtr;,’- and some in selected -oarts of the
coTAntry. They presumably vdll be loiofm to those v.ho have had exper-
ience in making purchases.
Section II includes t\Yo types of material, that studied in
school and that which t-us not. For instance Il-ii, the nmber of cubic
inches in a cubic foot, vra.s presmably studied in school while such
items as II-8, the nvriber of dozen eggs in a crate, and 11-12, the
average ^deld of wheat per acre, wore not, except as I’dieat yields
entered into i/ritten problems. The answers to the latter would, of
necessity/-, be based upon experience. An item such as II-3> "che
num.ber of cups of milk in a pint, might possibly fall under either
group.
The iteons in Section III call mainly for the abilit;'' of the
individvial to estimate distances. The ones included are tliose which,
in general, are famdliar. The aim. is to check on vdiether or not
concepts have been built up in such form as to be practically usable.
Vrith a previous established concept of y'ard, foot, and inch, one should
be able to estimate distances with a fair degree of accuracy.
The purpose of Section IV is to ascertain if the tables of
measures are still taught in the schools.
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The questionnaires were accompanied hy two sets of directions
one for the teacher aiad one for the pupils. A copy of each follov;-s.
To the teacher ; ITo doubt you have heard about the question-
naire v/hich I wish to be filled out, as arrangements have
been made with your superintendent. Please have children in
grades 3 "to 9 participate. Ee sure they fill in all tlie
blanks at the top of tiie page. Do not assist them in filling
in the other blanks except to encourage them to do all or as
many as they can. Enclosed you "will find a stamped envelope
for the return of the blanlcs. I wish to thanlc you for your
assistance and prompt reply.
To the pupil ; Please fill in the blanks to the best of your
ability. You are not to be graded on the Avork but are doing
it as an accomodation to me. Do your own v;ork. Be siu*e to
fill in tile blaidcs at "tiie top of tlie page. T/liere it asks
for the none of your school, please indicate tiie name of the
state also. Do your very best. Thank you for helping me by
filling in these blanks.
To ^Thon Questionnaire v/as Sent
Pupils in grades tiiree to nine on the elementary and junior
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for this study. Returns came in from second and tenth grade levels
and so these have been included. The schools are located in practically
every state in the United States. In general, the teaching of arith-
metic in -tiiese schools does not differ from that taught in the public
2
-schools. Couch’s study, based on the Illinois standardized test,
shovred no statistical significant difference in the achievement in
arithmetic betTiTeen public school children and Seventh-Day Adventist
school children. These children vrere selected as the vn'iter \ms in a
position to secure the desired information mth a fair degree of success
as the returns indicate. An attempt has been made to gather the infor-
mation from both city and rtaral districts vd-th the purpose of ascertain-
ing ivl'iether there is any significant difference or not.
Questionnaire Retiums
Of the 9671 questionnaires sent out, 6996 returns irere received.
This represents a percentage of 72 * 3 * 0^* 6996 an aggregate of U2.J)
T.'erc either returned blank tests not needed or ones not usable because
of insufficient data as to sex, grade, school, etc. The percentage of re-
tvirns, not including these, is or a total of 6575 usable in this study.
1 . Through the courtesy of a relative vdio is superintendent of a
consolidated public school in a rural section of the state of Ohio,
295 questionnaires '.vere administered in his school in order to increase
the nmber of returns from rural sections.
2
. Couch, Tary Irene, Achieveir.ent in Aritimetic of Children in
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The nunber sent out and the usable replies are as follovrs for
the states and tiie District of Colmbia.
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lleiT liampsliire 14 10
Ilevf Iiexico 90 62
ITevv York 200 i4i
I'lorth Carolina 133 65







Rhode Island 30 18
South Carolina 26 4
























































































The follovd.ng list shovrs the distribution of the usable
retvirns among the boys and girls in both city and rural sections.
Cit-y Rural
Bo-'S
%j Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Alabama 3 23 26 l/’l- 10 2U
Arizona 23 40 63 - - -
Arkansas 7 11 18 31 28 59
California
*
399 U3I 830 268 274 5i42
Colorado 113 IJ4O 253 57 ^0 97
Connecticut I5 18 33
District of Columbia 6i[j. 68 I32
Florida 91 102 193 9 11 20
Georgia 22 23 45 2 2 2
IdoJdo 34 39 73 - -
1
Illinois 60 61 121 40 39 79
Indiana 65 58 123 11 6 17
lovra. 27 36 63 7 17 2l^
Kansas 17 lii- 31 7 6 13
Kentucky 16 11 27 1 2 3
Louisiana 22 26 48 - - -
Llaine 8 8 16 1 6 7
]iai7/land 4 8 12 - - -
ilassachusetts • 48 71 119 32 29 61
Lli chigan 217 231 1448 74 65 139








^Mississippi h 2 6 - - -
ri.sscvs:*i 20 28 U8 51 19 50
I.Iontana 11 25 5U 5 h 9
Nebraska 18 15 55 iU; 2h 68
lleiv Hampshire - - - 6 h 10
ITev;" Ilexico 10 18 28 22 12 3h
llew York 59 62 121 12 8 20
ITorth Carolina 19 55 3h h 7 11
North Dakota - - - 2 9 11
Ohio 25 55 58 159 156 295
Oklaliona k6 59 105 25 22 h3
Oregon 117 150 2h7 69 61 150
Pennsylvania 82 87 169 9 11 20
Rhode Island 7 11 18 - - -
South Carolina 2 2 2 - - -
South Dalcota 15 10 25 5 5 6
Tennessee U5 hi 86 28 56 6h
Texas 55 79 152 65 5h 119
Virgi3aia 20 2h hh ho 57 77
’Washington 82 92 iJh 52 5h 106
'West Virginia 19 lU 55 - - -
Yfi scon sin 21 58 59 5U 6h 118
V^/oning
Total
5 7 12 6 7
1969 2Z]1 10,6 1205 1122 2527
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The number of cities and "tov'/ns^ from which returns were
received totals J>80» Of this number 255 city and 125 rural.
It is regretted that information is not available for the other five
states, namely Utah, Nevada, Delaware, New Jersey and Vermont. These
states, it is noted, are from two vridely separated sections of the
country; however, it is felt that they are adequately represented by
the returns received.
Validation of the Questionnaire
See Appendix E p. 189
Chapter III shows the plan used for the treatment of the
data received.
1. The names of the cities and towns of the 14.3 states and District
of Columbia, with the number of useable returns for each, are to be
found in Appendix A p. 157 The World Almanac and Book of Facts published
by the New York World-Telegram (1939) was used as a basis for determining
the cities and towns, the population of the latter being less than 25OO.
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CliAPTER III
PLAi: OF TREATl'-EliT OF FATA
Before interpretations of the data could be made the 6573
tests had to be treated statistically. This involved a number of
steps. The vast amount of data prohibits the inclusion of all of it
here and so portions of each step are shoim in the accompanying
exhibits. In the main, the state of Texas is used for this purpose.
Step I The responses for each child on the original test,
as shov-n in Bxliibit 1 (page 13 ) v/ere brought together in more condensed
fom as shovm in Exhibit 2. Ever^’-thing vra.s kept sepai'ate for each city,
tovai, and state. Each child's paper in each grade ims given a nur.iber
as shoT/n in column 1. Under tlie colunn headed sex, *'B" stands for boy
and "G" for girl. The grade vras recorded in col\jmn 3* The remaining
seven colvrms contain the responses for each child on each item of
Section I. The exliibit is read thus, limber 1, a boy in the tov<n of
Keene, grade four, gave acre (A) as an answer v/ith a "I" beside it,
vrhich moans he learned it in school. A blank (-) means there v^as no
response, "wiiile a response v/ith no nunber after it, as nmber 8 for
farmland in Elgin, means the child failed to record a number 1, 2 or
3 beside it. From this sheet it v;as possible to trace back to tlie
original questionnaires any desired information. It vra.s also easy
to ascertain the nvmiber of any one response.
Later tabulations could have been made more easily had each
citj' or tovm and the boys 8.nd girls in each been kept together. For
27
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instance, in Keene the five boys should come first follovred ty the trro
girls. Since this v.'as not done it \ms decided to indicate tlrie girls
vdth a red pencil nark, as shovaa in Exhibit 2 (page ) so they could
be readily distinguished from the boys. It v,as decided to keep each
city and each tovm separate after these tabulations Y;ere made and so
the neanes of the cities and tovais had to be va’ittcn to the left of
the numbers.
Sections II, III and lY of the questionnaire vrere treated
in exactly the same manner as indicated above for Section I.
Step II The purpose of this step v/as to bring the data
together in such a vfay as to sectne the total number of different respon-
ses on any one item for boys and girls, city or rural, in any one given
grade or grades. With the data in this form it was easy to malce further
combinations. Exhibit 3 (ps-ge 30 ) shows a portion of Section I for
the state of Texas. Each section for each state \ms treated in the
same way. The cities and towns were arranged in alphabetical order.
It would have facilitated the v/ork to have kept all the cities together
and all the towns together. Since this v;as not done, an '‘R“ T/as used
to indicate the rural as shorn in Exhibit 3*
Column 1 shores the grade (Cr), rdrile column 2 contains the
responses (Res). The next columns for each, the boys and girls, show how
the responses vrere recorded. For instance, in Amarillo (city) in the
third grade there is one girl but she gave no ansrver. This is shorn
by tire number 1 mder "B" (blank) in column 8. One boy ansrvcred
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30KXIIIBIT III A Portion of Section I for Texas ohovrln^ the Ty^^e and
Ziimoer of Responses for Toys and Girls in Each Grade, City and Rural,
on the Basis of "BlahR", "E", [T.o Eunber)
,
"I'*, (School^, "2", (Ex-
perience) and ’'3"> (Guess)
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E^diibit i|. A Portion of Section IV for Texas Shovn.n{;; the Responses
for Boys and Girls in Each Grade, both City and Rural
Tables of Measures - Section IV





















U — 2 2
Yes 1 1




Yes 1 3 4
8 Yes 1 1
9 2 2
Yes 1 1
9 ^ 10 19
Fort Worth
3 Yes 2 1 3
Ho 1 1
h Yes 2 2
IIo 1 1
5 Yes 1 4 5
Ho 1 1
6 Yes 3 3 6
7 Yes 1 1
ITo 1 1
8 Yes 2 2 4





in colninn 5* In grade seven one boy placed the number '*1" beside the
answer acre (A) vjhile two boys placed the nmber "2" after their
ansvrers. These are indicated bj'- the nmber 1 under "1" in column 5
and the number 2 vmder ‘'2" in colimn 6. Tlae responses for the girls
in the seventh grade are recorded in the same manner. In case of a
guess, the nmber ''5” appeared beside the response. It vms recorded
under ”3" ®-s in colxirnn 12 for the girl in the tliird grade for Corpus
Cliristi. The as shovjn at the top of column ij. means that a correct
response v^as given but no nmber appeared beside it. This is shoun in
Section I-Ii for eggs mder grade five vdiere one boy answered pound but
gave no nmber beside it. The nmber 1 is placed in column i;. mnrked
"II”. The last colvrin headed "T" shows the total for boys and girls
for each grade and the grand total, as 7 for Amarillo, for each city
or toim. Each colirm is also totaled and the nm.ber placed at the
bottom. Sections II and III of the questionnaire were treated in
exactly the same manner as Section I. Section TV \ms treated in a
similar v/ay as shown in Exhibit (page 31 )•
Step III Beginning vdth this step only the correct
responses are considered. Exliibit 5 55) shows hovif the nmber of
responses were brought together for each state keeping boys and
girls and city and rural separate. Alphabetical arrangement was followed.
Each item of the questionnaire for Sections I, II, and III v/as placed in
the left hand column. The name of the state v.as placed at the top.
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Exhibit 5 Showing the Total Number of Correct Responses for Boys
and girls. City and Rural, on Each Item of Sections I, II, and III for
















I- 1 Farmland 67 115 62 I4.9 111
I- 2 Potatoes 50 75 125 62 51+ 116
I- 3 Cotton lint 8 25 33 26 11 37
I- J4. Eggs 51 7h 125 51+ 118
I- 5 Coal hh 62 106 5ii 1+8 102
I- 6 Nails U3 56 99 5U 1+1 95
I- 7 Wood 36 53 89 hh 1+3 87
II- 1 Inches in a foot h8 73 121 63 53 116
II- 2 Seconds in a minute h3 67 112 62 52 111+
II- 3 Cups of milk in a pint 35 50 85 U5 35 80
II- 14. Cubic inches in a
cubic foot 11 13 2h 11 5 16
II- 5 Acres in a quarter
section 8 U 12 7 1 8
II- 6 Pounds in a bushel
of wheat 13 13 26 10 8 18
II- 7 PennjTveight in an ounce 2 3 5 2 1 3
II- 8 Dozen eggs in a crate 3 1 u 6 2 8
II- 9 Rods in a mile 11 9 20 1^ 12 25
II-IO Pecks in a bushel 32 k3 75 1+3 32 75
II-ll Good average yield of
cotton per acre 12 11 23 16 8 21+
11-12 Good average yield of
11+wheat per acre 9 8 17 7 7
III- 1 Height of dining-room
table 2 h 6 5 1+ 9
III- 2 Height of living-room
li+ceiling 23 21 l4h 11 3
III- 3 Width between rails of
railroad 12 7 19 8 8 16
III- Glove size of average
man 13 32 k3 16 9 25
III- 5 Width of full size bed 6 1 7 3 3 6
••
^
6-i^a wl aMaoH lidfot «<i;^ iyxi^HB ?
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Exhibit 6 Showing the Percentage of Correct Responses for Boys and
Girls, City and Rural, on Sections I, II, and III for Texas,
TEXAS















I- 1 Farmland 90.6 814.8 87.1 95.1+ 90.7 93.3
I- 2 Potatoes 9U.3 9U.9 9I+.7 95 .i+ 100.0 97.5
I- 3 Cotton lint 15.1 31.7 25.0 Uo.o 20 .1| 31.1
I- h Eggs 96.2 93.7 9I+.7 98.5 100.0 99.2
I- 5 Coal 83.0 78.5 80.
3
83.1 88.9 85.7
I- 6 Nails 81.1 70.9 75.0 83.1 75.9 79.8
1-7 Vfood 67.9 67.1 67.1+ 67.7 79.6 73.1
II- 1 Inches in a foot 90.6 92.
u
91.6 96.9 98.2 97.5
II- 2 Seconds in a minute Ok -9 8I4.8 81+
.9 95.1+ 96.5 95.8
II- 3 Cups of milk in a
pint 66,0 63.3 61+.1+ 69.2 6I4.8 67.2
II- 14. Cubic inches in a
cubic foot 20.8 16.5 18.2 16.9 9.3 13.5
II- 5 Acres in a quarter
section 15.1 5.1 9.1 10.8 1.9 6.7
II- 6 Pounds in a bushel
of wheat 2U.5 16.5 19.7 15.6 II4.8 15.1
II- 7 Pennyweight in an
ounce 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.0 1.9 2.5
II- 8 Dozen eggs in a cra't e 5.7 1.3 2.9 9.2 3.7 6.7
II- 9 Rods in a mile 20.8 11 .14 15.2 20.0 22.2 21.0
II-IO Pecks in a bushel 60,14. 56.8 66.2 59.3 63.0
II-ll Good average yield
of cotton per acre 22.6 13.9 17 .u 2I4.6 II4.8 20.1
11-12 Good average yield
of wheat per acre 16.9 10.1 12.9 10.8 12.9 11.8
III- 1 Height of dining-
room table 3.8 5.1 14.6 7.7 7.U 7.6
III- 2 Height of living-
room ceiling U3 -h 26.6 33.3 35.1+ 31-5 33.6
III- 3 Width between rails
of railroad 22.6 8.9 1U.1+ 12.3 1I4.8 13.5
III- U Glove size of
average man 2I4.5 1+0.5 31+.1
'
214,6 16.7 21.0
III- 5 Width of full





























The nxjmbers heloTf Eoa’-s, Gii'ls, and Total represent the total nvnber of
individual responses. For instance, in the state of Texas there are 53 boys
and 79 girls vri.th a total of 152 responses for the city. For the rural
there are 65 boys and ^ girls vnth a total of II9 . Adding I32 for the
city and II9 for the rural there is a total of 251 for the state. All
other figiures represent the nunber of correct ansv/ers on the various itens.
"'(Yith the raw scores there ims no cornnon basis for interpretations,
so these vrere turned into percents as shorni in Exhibit 6 (page 3I4. ). For
instance for the city in Texas Section I-l, farmland, boys (Exhibit 5 )
gave a correct ansvrer. This is 90*^ percent of the total 55 boys. 67
girls (Exhibit 5) resj.'onded correctly. This is Si;.
8
percent of the total
oi* 79 girls. Each item, city and rural, \ms treated in the sane manner.
Similar treatment Tns given Section IV and turned into percents as shoTm
in Table X\,’'I of Claapter IX.
Step rv The five representative states of llassachusetts
,
Hinnesota, Ohio, Texas and Y/ashington, vdth a total of II78 questionnaires
from fifty cities and tovais, vrere selected for the purpose of noting the
proportion of responses carrying "IT", (Ho nmber), "1", (School), "2",
(Experience) and "3"» (Guess). Exlilbit 7 3^ ) shovrs hovr the cities
and tovnis for each state vrere treated separately. This exliibit is read
in the sane manner as Exhibit 3 (p» 30 )•
A summany v;as made of all the responses, city and rural, for each
of the five states. Exhibit 8 (page 37) shov/s these for the State of
Texas. These vrere then turned into percentages as shovm in Cliapter VI
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EXHIBIT 9 Sho-rfinf: the Distribution on Section I of the Correct






step V The data for the same five states v:ere tabulated
by grades. Exliibit 9 (po-ge 38 ) shov;-s the rav/ scores for each grade,
both city and rioral, v/ith boys and girls kept separate. Vath the
scores distributed in this v/ay a check could be mde on the grade of
any one city or tovm for each item of Sections I, II and III of the
questionnaire. The grade nxnber is placed in column 1. Columns 2 and
3 shov;- the nvriber of pupils in each grade for boys and girls respect-
ively. Column 1+ shows, by grades, the total for boys and girls. The
numbers above B (boys) and G (girls) indicate the total number of pupil
responses. For instance, in Fort Tforth (under ci-ty) there are ll; boys
and 13 girls. Of the li; boys one in each grades three, four, five and
seven, while two in each of grades six, eight and nine ansvrered correctly.
The ten at the bottom of the colirai shows the total number of correct
responses for the boys of Fort V/brth. This represents 71*^ percent of
the total of li4. boys. A similar story could be told for the girls and
for each of the other cities and tovais. The first t\TO colunns of the
section headed "Total” represent for boys and girls, in both ciiy and
rural, the total nunber of responses for each, grade by grade, with a
grand total at the bottom of each colimin. For instance, in grade four,
five bond's of the total of six boys for the grade (column 2 to the left)
answered correctly. Seven girls of the total of 11 girls for the same
grade ansv;ered correctly. A grand total of i;8 boys of the 53 toys
onffvrcred correctly, vdiile 67 girls of the 79 answered correctly.
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ILGIIBIT 10 S'no'./ins the Data of the Total Colirnns of Exliibit 9
Percentage Fora.
Texa S - CiT^
Boys (53) Grirls
Nio. CrrcxAe o 8 Id 9 7 1
1
3 1 (53) X 5 1
1
IX 13 9 IS II —a*r
Gi radt- 3 5 <o 7 w 9 10 ToTal X 3 Ji 5 6 7 9 10 Total
Se/t*T ion X
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3— CoVVon \knt' 0.0 ia.5 0.0 2XS. 12 5 28(9 IVX 0 0 oo 15.1 0.0 40.0 213 58.3 15.4 77.8 (33 9-1 (00.0 3i 6
4- El. cj<^s 0.0 •iSTS 100.0 looo ns 1000 100.0 (00.0 (Oo.o 962 5U0 So.o 90,4 83.3 (00.0 (00.0 100 0 (00.0 100.0 937
5- Coa\ 0.0 So.o loUl «»<} 75.0 loao looo 100.0 100.0 64.8 50.0 60.0 63.3 90.8 769 88.9 933 818 100.0 62.0
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0
36.4 667 6 (.S 889 867 72.7 0.0 633
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xn o. a<jk^ic<
4oo+
S- Pytre-S >r> a 0.0 O.o 0 0 0 o 0.0 (?3 364 100.0 0.0 15./ 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 77 II.
(
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St^c^ion
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boys and girls combined. It is read thus. One pupil of the 2 pupils
(column Ii- to the left) in grade tvro ans^vered correctly. Six pupils of
the 13 pupils in grade three anavvered correctly, while I9 of the 21
pupils in grade six ansivered correctly. II5 pupils of the total of
132 pupils for the city ansvrered correctly. Each item is read in the
same way. The data for the rural are tabulated and read in the same
way. The total colunns were turned into percentages as shown in
Exliibit 10, (page I4.O ). This had to be done before any interpretations
could be made.
Tables and Figures appearing in the following chapters vrere
coripiled from these data sheets, portions of which are shov/n in the
exliibits of tliis chapter
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DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BY STATES
A distribution of the different and correct responses among
the 14.3 states and 'Oie District of Colvonbia is presented in this chap-
ter for the purpose of finding answers to ( 1 ) the measures knovm by
children, ( 2 ) vdiy they know then, and ( 3 ) the ability to apply measure-
ment. The most common answer for each item is also given consideration.
Each of the three sections reveals some interesting facts.
Of the 2[| items of these sections, the most common ansvrers to I9 of
them vrere correct. All of Section I, all but two of Section II, and
only two of Section III ivere correct responses.^ The most common
ansvrer for four items of this ±udy differ from the same items of the
o
valson study.*" Each of these vdll be noted carefully in the discussion
Vfhich follows as each section is given separate treatment. The data
used have been taken from the tabulations illustrated by tlie exhibits
in Chapter III. A portion of these data is shown in Table I page I1.3 .
Section I
Section I contains very familiar corraaodities. It seeks
1 . The correct responses vd-th the vn*ong answers and the most
common ansv/er for the items in Sections I, II and III are given in
Appendix B ( page I65 )
•
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TABLE I SLOWS the total nvanber of different ansv^ers and the most co3?jnon
ansv/’er on tlie various item.s of
















I- 1 Farmland 36 Acre 6020 91.5
I- 2 Potatoes 52 Pound 2255 3h .3
I- 3 Cotton lint 76 Pound 1812 27.5
I- U Eggs 22 Dozen 6082 92.5
I- 5 Coal 56 Ton 1+980 75.8
I- 6 Nails 69 Pound 3940 59-9
I- 7 Wood 79 Cord 2656 1+0.1+
II- 1 Inches in a Foot 27 12 5973 90.8
II- 2 Seconds in a Minute 59 60 5695 85.8
II- 3 Cups of Milk in Pint 51 2 1+633 70.5
II- 4 Cubic Inches in
Cubic Foot 218 1728 1078 16.1+
II- 5 Acres in Section 162 160 5+7 8.3
II- 6 Pounds in a Bushel
of V/heat 139 60 821+ 12.5
II- 7 Pennyv/eight in an
OiAnce 76 16 352 5-1
II- 8 Dozen Eggs in a Crate 121 12 1288 19 - 1+
II- 9 Rods in a l!ile I4.O6 320 937 1I+.2
II- 10 Pecks in a Bushel 59 U 36J2 58.2
II- 11 Average Yield of
Cotton per Acre 14.16 1 bale 177 2.7
II- 12 Average Yield of
Vflieat per Acre 1+02 60 bushe 1 112 1.7
III- 1 Height of Dining-
room Table 205 3 feet 1521+ 21.6
III- 2 Height of Living-
room ceiling 259 8 feet 736 11.2
III- 5 L'idth Between Rails
of Railroad 251 3 feet 886 13.5
III- U Glove Size of Average
Man 228 Size 8 1^80 7.3
III- 5 IVidth of Full Size Bed 357 I4. feet 613 9.5
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information concerning the v/ay in v;iiich they are sold. Are children
acquainted Y.dth them? Careful exemination of each item "will tell the
story.
I-l Farmland Acre is the most coimon ansvrer, carrying
91.5 percent of all the answers given. It is apparent that these
children do have a Icnovdedge of the v.uy in which farmland is sold.
There vra.s only one other correct ansvrer given, that of section vdiich





and acre-lots. The pupils vdio gave these vrere
apparently thinking of plots of ground used for building ptirposes.
Farmland is not sold in this vray.
1-2 Potatoes This item shows var^'ing answers for differ-
ent parts of the country’-. There vrcre three outstanding ansvrers given
as the follovdng figures and percentages indicate.
Pound Bushel Peck
Number of ansv;'ers 2255 I836 89ip
Percent of answers 27*9 1^»6
These three represent 75*8 percent of the total of 94*5 per-
cent of correct ansv/ers as shown in Table II (P. U5 )• There are
combinations of these tliree ansvrers which are not sho\m here. It is noted
that pound carries the highest percent, almost as high as the other two.
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TABLE II Sho'ivs the sun of the various ansv/ers considered correct aiad
Percentage of the total anffv-rers for the same, for each item
in Sections I, II, and III for the i|.3 states and District
of Columbia
ITEiJ Number Percent
I- 1 Farmland 6021 91.6
I” 2 Potatoes 6211 9h-3
I- 3 Cotton lint 1812 27.5
I- 1+ Eggs 6261 95.2
I- 5 Coal 5484 83.4
I- 6 Hails 4512 68.5
I- 7 Wood 4020 61.2
II- 1 Inches in a foot 5973 90.8
II- 2 Seconds in a minute 5695 85.8
II- 3 Cups of milk in a pint 4633 70.5
II- Ij. Cubic Inches in a cubic foot 1078 16.4
II- 5 Acres in a quarter section 5U7 8.2
II- 6 Pounds in a bushel of vdieat 824 12.5
II- 7 PennyiTeight in an oince 2I|4 3.7
II- 8 Dozen Eggs in a crate 405 6.1
II- 9 Rods in a mile 937 14.2
II- 10 Pecks in a bushel 3ej2 58.2
II- 11 Averave Yield of Cotton per acre 309 h-1
II- 12 Average Yield of Wlieat per acre 704 10.7
III- 1 Height of dining-room table 553 8.3
III- 2 Height of living-room ceiling 2508 38.1
III- 3 Width bet^veen rails of railroad 1260 19-4
III- 4 Glove size of average man 2113 32.1
III- 5 Vfidth of a full size bed 366 5.6

1conbined. This is different fron the findings of the V/ilson study,
in ivlaich peck carried the highest frequency vdth a percentage of 'J0,0
for the elementary grades (grades '^-6) and 77»0 percent for the junior
high school. All of the pupils in her study v;-ere from Hew England
(liassachusetts) whereas l\.J) states and the District of Colunbia are
represented in tliis study. In Hew England (llaine. Hew Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Connectic\it and Rhode Island) of this study
percent of the pupils gave peck as the most common ansvrer, while only
1^.5 percent gave poimd . In Massachusetts alone U.3’3 percent ansvrered
peck against i;.!; percent v/iio ans^'fered pound. This compares favorably
to the lYilson study; the tvro studies are not in conflict. The present
study has a better opportmitjr of noting sectional differences.
It is apparent then that pound is an answer which is common
to some other part of the country. The followixig states gave pound
as the most common ansv/er.
Pound Bushel Peck
Alabama 32 6 1
Arizona Uk 8 1
California 680 176 39
Colorado 181 68 14
Florida 116 67 10
Idaho 3U 7 0
Kentucky 12 9 6
Louisiana 32 6 1
Montana 16 6 2
1. V/ilson D. Op. Cit. p. 30*
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Nerr I.Iexico 1^8 8 0
Oklahoma 53 h3 3h
Oregon I69 60 2
Texas 133 79 7
V/ashington 1I+8 30 2
Ti^oning 18 1 2
Total 1756 57it 121
Percent 52.7 174 3.6
It vdll be noted that pound carries 52.7 percent against
17.U percent for bushel and percent for peck. These states: are
located in the Vfest and South. The state of California alone. vdth
1572 returns carries percent for pound agains'b 2.8 percent for
peck. The next group of states listed peck as the most common ansiver
.
Peck Bushel Pound
Connecticut 19 5 3
Illinois 112 hi 25
Indiana 52 30 21
lov.u 39 2k 10
Kansas 17 3 15
I.Iaryland h 2 1
].!assachusetts 78 50 8
Rliode Island 13 3 1
South Carolina 2 0 1
Total 158 —BT"
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Almost 50 percent of the ansv/ers are for peck. It is more than tv'/ice
the percent for either of the tvro measures.











































Bushel is apparently the most corunon measure used in purchasing or
selling potatoes in these parts of the comtry. The states are loca-
ted mainly in the Middle ivest, the East and the northern part of the
South. The District of Columbia's ansv^ers centered in bushel and
pound vri-tli 52 and 53 respectively. ' Llississippi gave the sane number
to peck and pound . The total number of different ansvrers is 52.
1-3 Cotton lint This item carries 76 different ansvrers,
75 of T/hich are v.rong ansvrcrs. There is only one correct ansv/er and
that is pound. Cotton lint nay be packed in bales btrb is bought and
sold on the poimd basis. The t\Yo main ansvrers are given vriLtli pound
as the most common one. There is not so much difference betv^een the




These percents are not so high as those for farmland and
potatoes, vdiich indicates that these children are not as familiar v.-ith
the ’.my in wiiich cotton lint is sold.
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I- i4. Eggs Dozen , a correct ansv;-er and the nost conmon
one for eggs, carries 92»5 percent, a larger percent thian that for ary
other itera. The percent is not as large as the percent of 95*2 for
the correct responses as shoivn in Table II. This is due to the fact
that there are other correct responses aside frora dozen. The next
nost connon answer is pound vrith a percentage of 2.1;. This is also a
right ansvrer. Personal experience is the basis for its acceptance as
such. They are sold in this T.ny in Michigan. Only 22 different
ansvAers are given. The large percentage and uarrov; spread of answers
given arc an indication that these children are very far.iliex vri.th the
way in v/hich eggs are sold.
I- 5 Coal The nost connon answer for coal is ton vdiich
carries 75 *2 percent of all the anavTers. The next most common ansv/er
is pomd ivith percent. There v/ere a few enswers combining the two.
lYith tliese and the t\70 ansvfers pound and ton we have a percentage of
83 . 1; of correct responses, as shown in Table II.
I- 6 Hails There are two correct responses for nails.
pound and keg. These are also the ones wiiich carr;' the greatest




Povaid carries the highest mnber with 59 *9 percent while keg has only
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68.5 for correct anffvvers as shov.Ti in Table II, due to the fact that in
a f ev/’ instances a combination of povind and ke^ \ms given as an ansv;er.
A bviilder nay biy nails by the keg; tlae fanricr or householder vdll
bty a fe\v pounds or less at a tine.
I- 7 Vfood The most common ansv;er for wood is cord vdth
14.0.14. percent, which is practically tv.o-thirds of the 6l .2 percent of
correct ansrrers as shovai in Table II. It -will be noted that pound is
listed among the answers accepted as correct. In some sections of the
country- v^xere wood is rather scarce it is sold in this way. The states
of Haw Llexico and Arizona carry a nunber of ansvnrs for povmd .
Section II
Section II contains for the most part m.easures and denominate
numbers comjnonly foimd in the arithmetic textbooks and taught in school.
V.h.at cliildren Imow concerning then will be shovai by noting each item
separately.
II- 1 Inches in a foot The number represents per-
cent of the 27 ansxvers given. Those vdio gave 36 as an ansxTer no doubt
had in mind tlic number of inches in a yard, v/hile those who gave lljl;
were thinking of the nunber of square inches in a square foot. The
otlier answers v/ould indicate mere guesses.
II- 2 Seconds in a minute It vrould seem that every child
should Icnow the nuaber of seconds in a minute. But this is not true, at
least for this group, as 65.8 percent of them ansv/ered 60 vdaich is the
only correct answer. The range of ansarers is from to 520 , Xf/ith 39
differont ansvrers being given. {- University
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II" Z' Cups of Ttdlk in a pint Agrln the most cormion ans^ver
is a correct one. 70*5 percent of the children ansAvered 2. A total of
31 different responses v/ere given with a range from \ through 6'J2Q,
The number 1728 vrould seem to indicate that the pupils vdio ansv;ered
tlius intended it for the next item, the number of cubic inches in a
cubic foot. Only a ver^’' fevr vrere given.
II" ij Cubic inches in a cubic foot A variety of answers
vrere given for this item v/-ith a total of 218 different ansv/ers. The





Tlie percentages for both are small. Those vrho ansvrered lij/' were
apparently txiinking of tiae number of square inches in a square foot.
The lovr percentage for I728 vrould seem to indicate that very fe\r re-
member it even though it is taught in school. Non-usage evidently
accounts for the forgetting that occiurs.
II- 3 Acre s in section This item also ahows quite a
variety of ansv/ers vn.th a total of l62 different ens\rers. Aside from
figui'es ranging from I/25 to 200000, 1200 yards, ton, square miles and
$17.28 appeared among the responses. The three most coimnon ansv/ers are
160 6^ 320
Number 5^7 ^ 13
8.3 1.0 .2Percent
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The correct answer l60 carries the highest percent, 8.3,
although it is very snail. Those ansvrering <^^4.0 no doubt had in nind
the nimber of acres in a section vdiile those v;iio gave 320 as an ansv/er
vrere tliinl:ing of the number of rods in a mle "which is asked for in
item II- 9* L^y attempted no answer, leaving it blank. This is also
true for items II- 6, II- 7, II- 8, II- 9, II- 11 and II- 12, especially
in the lower grades.
II- 6 Pounds in a bushel of v^heat Here the most common
ansT/er is 60 vdiich carries only 12.5 percent. The range of the numbers
given ns answers is from to 30,000,000. The other ansvrers, except
50 bale, have some association to bushel or vdieat. For instance,
1; pecks is the number in a bushel, wiilie 1 peck is a portion of a
bushel. The total nmber of different ansvrers is 139*
II- 7 Pennyweight in an ounce The most common anaiver is
not the correct one, 20, as shown by the following data.
16 20 12
Number 352 2i4 165
Percent 54 3.7 2.8
The Uilson study^ found 20 to be the m.ost cor^mon ansvrer v/ith the
percentage of correct responses as folloY;s
Percent
Grade total (grades 3”6) 1.6
Junior high total (grades 7~9) h»3
Grade 10 1.2















The 3.7 percent of correct responses in this study is higher than those
in her study except for the jvmior high vdiich in turn is slightly higher.
The next most comon ansv/er in her study is 12 vdiich is third in the
present study. The children in her study v/ere from I.Iassachusetts vdiereas
those in this study cover practically the entire covmtry. Of all Uie
items of Section II tliis one carries the smallest percentage of correct
responses follov;ed in order ty II- 11, II- 8, II- 5 II- 12. This
is not surprising as it is a measure little used, except in specialized
business
.
II- 8 Dozen Eggs in a crate A total of 121 different
ansv/ers were given. The range is frorr. through 600,000. Other res-
ponses are 3 dozen , 1 gross , 2 pounds , 18 eggs , and 6 feet. Those
referring to pound, dozen, and gross m^ight have some association to
eggs but s\Arely 6 feet has none. Llany of the nimbers indicate guesses.
The three with the highest freqiiency are shovai here;
12 30






These differ som.ewhat from the Y.llson studyl vdiich lists the three in
order tiius, 12, 30 , and 2i|. In both studies the percentages are low.
Tliere are 12 dozen and also 2l.|. dozen eggs in a case, but ^0 is the only
correct answer for the number of dozen in a crate.
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II- 9 Rods in a mile This item of measurenent, along vri.th
II- 11 and II- 12
f
shows very vriLde variation of answers. The total of
different answers for this one is Ii.06, v/ith nmhers ranging from 1
through 100,000. Those carr;;>'’ing the highest frequency'- are;
520 160 ^0
Number 957 157 68
Percent 14.2 2.4 1.0
Although snail, the correct answer, ^20 , carries the highest percent.
Apparently the ansivers loO and 6[;0 viere confused v/ith iten II- acres
in a quarter section, the l60 being the correct answer for it and 6L1.O
the number of acres in a section. The majority of the children in the
lower grades attempted no ansvfcr a.t all.
II- 10 Pecks in a bushe l There is a fair agreement on the
answer for this item as might be expected as this is a commonly used
measure. ITunber li, the correct answer, carries ^6.2 percent of all
the responses. The next most common ansv;er is
_8 Vidth a percentage of 8.8.
II- 11 Average yield of cotton per acre The ij.l6 different
ans\7ers centered in figxares ranging from l/j to 50,000, and numbers
expressed in terms of pounds, bales, bushel, ton, sack, feet, acre,
mile, peck, yard, gallon, ounce and dollars and cents. A look at the
different responses vrould indicate that the majority w'ere mere guesses.
The ansv-^ers wltli the highest frequency v;ere all related to pound and bales.
Apparently some of the children sensed tlmt these tvvo measures v^ere

56
associated vfith cotton but had little conception, in some instances, of
the correct smomt. The follotving figures and percentages shov/ the
ansv.'ers v/ith the highest frequency.
1 bale 2 bale 100 pounds 3 bale -g- bale_
Humber 177 50 3U
Percent 2.7 1.3 .8 .6 •5
One bale, a correct response, has the highest frequency although it carries
a ver^,’’ snail percentage. The next highest is 2 bale, not a correct response.
The most nearly correct ansvrer of iiie five, ^ bale , carries the lovrest
percentage. The total percent for the correct responses 1 bale, 100
pounds and bale is l+.O. This is less than the total percent of correct
responses for this item as sho\m in Table II (page i;5 )• This is due to
the fact that other ”fair estimate" responses not listed here, as ^00
pomds and ^ bale, are included in the Ij-.y percent. Chapter V vri.ll show
the states leading in the percentage of correct responses on this item.
See data on yield of cotton in Appendix D.
II- 12 Average Yield of Vjheat Per Acre The distribution
of the I|.02 different ans'aers on yield of vdieat is similar to those on
yield of cotton. The figures range from l/l2 through 50»000. Other
answers include var;;,ring amounts in relation to the measures bushel,
pomd, ton, sack, yard, peck, gallon, foot, feet, quart, percent, bale,
acre, mile, and dollars and cents. Ans-aers carrying the highest
I
frequency are all in terriis of bushel. The five most common answers
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60 bushel 50 bushel 20 bushel 4O bushel 30 bushej^
Humber 112 105 9h 92 71
Percent 1.7 1.5 i-h 1.1
These five answers account for 7*1 percent of the total of
10.7 percent of correct responses as shovoa in Table II (page I1.5 ).
liany of the figures given cone vri.thin the range of the number of
bushels accepted as correct responses. These vrould seen to indicate
that there v/as failiore on the part of these children to v.a’ite the
v/ord bushel beside then. See data on yield of vdieat in Appendix D.
; n.
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Section III gives an opportunity for estiinating distances,
heights and vri.dths. Uow efficiently these children are able to do
this v/ill be shovm by the data on iiie five itens of this section.
Ill- 1 Height of Dining-room table There vrere 205 different
ansivers given. The majority of them are related to yard, feet and inches.
The range for inches is from 1 tlirough 100, for feet from 1 tiirough 1;00,
and for yards through I5 . The most common ansvrers are:
3 feet U feet 5s feet 2rj- feet
—
-
Umber 152^ h27 373 3UI
Percent 21.6 6.5 5.7 5.2
The only correct ansv/er of the four is 2^- feet vdiich carries the
smallest percentage. Table II (page I4.5 ) shovrs tha.t only 8.5 percent
gave the correct ansvrer. Three feet, vdth the highest frequency, ij. feet
and 5;^- feet, the tvro next highest, are not reasonable ansivers. The
Vdlson study^ sho'.vs 5 feet to have the highest frequency vdth I|. feet
coming second. The tvvo studies agree in that the two most common
answers are the same. It is evident that these children have not been
tai;ight to develop clear concepts of units of distance and to apply them
to objects that are encountered daily.
Ill- 2 Height of Living-room Ceiling heights of living-
room ceilings may va.ry somevdiat in different ports of the country.
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To care for this difference a fair estimate of from 7 to 10 feet
inclusive "vvas adopted as the basis for acceptable ans\7ers. Here are
the number and percentage of those carrying tlie highest frequency;
8 feet 9 feet 10 feet
limber 736 579 496
Percent 11.2 8.6 7.5
The most common answer is 8 feet with 11.2 percent. This differs from
the findings of the Yfilson studyl in vdiich 10 feet had the highest
percentage. Hany of the adults in her study ansvj-ered 10 feet vdiich
tends to account for it being listed first. The total nvoriber of
different ansv/ers is 259» These center largely in terms of inches,
feet, and yards.
Ill- 3 h'idth betv/een Rails of a Railroad Of the 251
different answers, there are two which predominate. These are 3 feet
witli 13 *5 percent and I|. feet v/ith 12.3 percent. The 3 feet is not a
reasonable ansvrcr while I4. feet vra.s accepted as such. Of the 6573
childi'en, a number of than gave 1|. feet 8 inches as an answrer, but
only 3 children gave tiie exact measurement of feet 8^- inches.
Following are the data for these •
State Ci-'cy Sex Grade Age Occupation of father
Florida Pensacola Girl 7 12 Electrical engineer
Florida Pensacola Girl 8 15 Electrical engineer
Florida Fort Lauderdale Girl 8 13 Grocer
1 ITilson, D. op. cit. p. ^1,
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The txTo girls fron Pensacola are sisters. The father being an elect-
rical engineer, no doubt, accounts for their correct responses. This
is on item, the ansv/er to which wou.ld be kno'vvn only through experience.
The girl from. Fort Lauderdale doubtless gained her knov/ledge from, some
other source than her hom.e, or at least her father's occupation would
seem, to indicate so.
III- 24. Glove Size of Average Han The most coiTimon
for glove size ore
:
8 7
. .9. . 7!r
Humber 480 306 271 80
Percent 7.3 4.6 4.1 1.2
All of tliese are reasonable responses. Size 8 has the greatest fre-
quency. This is quite a fair answer but it carries a very small per-
centage, only 7*3 percent. The total percentage of reasonable response
is 32«1 ns shovn in Table II (page ). The sizes varj’- from :|-
tlirough 100,000. The latter vrould surely indicate a guess. I.Iany
ansvrers relating to feet were given. Those clustering around 3 fe et,
such as 5 feet 8 inches, and 5 feet 9 inches, would indicate that
those who gave these ansv/ers had in mind the height of the average
^.^an rather than glove size. Inches carried a number of anaivers from
1 through 110, none of v/hich could possibly have been meant for a man’s
height. These must have been wild guesses. Other ansv^ers, such as
those referring to mile, yard, and peck, have no relation to glove
size. Tliis item and III-2, height of living room ceiling, carry
') I.:
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larger percents than the other three items of this section.
III- 3 ’.Yidth of Full size bed This item has 537 different
ansvrers. The correct answer is 34 inches. Ansvrers v/ith the greatest
frequency are:
4 feet 3 feet 6 feet
ITvcnber 615 599 408
Percent 9.5 9.3 6.2
hone of tliese are correct replies. Table II (page ) shov;-s that
only 5*6 percent correct ansvrers were given. Of tiie three answers,
I4. feet carries the highest percent v/ith 3 feet as a close second.
The Vfi-lson study^ shov/s 5 feet to be the most common ansvrer. Since
Ij. feet and 3 feet carr^’’ practically the same percents, the findings
of the tr-To studies agree very favorably/- on this item. There vrere
557 different ansvrers given for the vm-dth of a bed. Those centering
in inche s varied from 1-^- to 201, those for feet from 1 tlurough i+OO,
v;iiile those for yard ran from to Those v/ho gave ansvrers in
terns of pounds possibly were thinJeing of the weight of the bed ratlver
than the vridth. Even if this were true such answers as 1 pound ,
10 pounds and 6OO pounds are unreasonable.
1. lYilson, D.
,
op. cit. pp. 51»U0»

CHAPTER V
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA IN CITY AND RURAL
This chapter aims to show on a percentage basis, differences
in responses of city and rviral children. Following the census bureau's
plan, a town or city of less than 25OO population is considered rural.
Using this basis, it is realized, dissipates the returns from strictly
rural children. The data for the 1^3 states and the District of Columbia
for both city and rural sections have been included in Table III for
the benefit of the reader who may wish to examine them. No attempt is
made to discuss in detail each item for each state. Lack of space pro-
hibits the inclusion of such a story. Items showing decided differences
and interesting features will be given separate treatment.
It is seen from Table III that New Hampshire and North Dakota
carry only rural returns while Arizona, Connecticut, Idaho, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, Rhode Island, South. Carolina, West Virginia, and
the District of Columbia carry only city returns. This leaves 32 of the
U3 states with both city and rural returns. These states carry the major
portion of all returns as shown in Appendix A,
Table IV (page 73) svimmarizes the data of Table III, Column one
contains a list of the 214. items of Sections I, II, and III of the question-
naire, Columns two and four give the percentages of correct responses
for city and rural respectively based upon the total number of returns for
each as indicated at the top of the columns. The probable error^(P,E,) of
1, For determining the Probable Error of a percent and the
significance of the percentage difference, the Holzinger formulas 101
and 102 were used.
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these percentages if found in columns three and five "with the probable
error of the differences (P.E. Diff.) of the percentages in Colvum seven.
Of the 214. items only six of them show any significant difference between
city and rural. With the exception of II-2, seconds in a minute, these
are in favor of the rural. Even though the difference is statistically
significant, it is not a large one. These particular items are noted
as each section is treated separately.
Section I
A glance at items I-l, farmland, 1-2, potatoes, and I-i|»
eggs, indicates that these pupils are well acquainted with the way in
which those commodities are sold. The high percentage of correct
responses for farmland is a bit surprising, especially with so little
difference between city and rural. Items I-5> coal, and 1-6, nails,
also show that these children have a fairly good knowledge of the way
in which these commodities are sold. There is no significant difference
between the city and rural as shown by the percentage difference of 2,5
A P,E, ,63 for I-5» coal, and 3*0 ^ P,E, ,80 for 1-6, nails as
shown in Table TV,
That children have little conception of the way in which cotton
lint is sold is shov/n by the low percentage it carries. Here there is a
statistical significant percentage difference of 4,2 A P,E, , 6l in
favor of the rural. The Wilson^ study shows that even adults in the
cotton belt (Louisiana) do not score well in this item. Figure 1 shows
graphically for each state, city and rural, the correct responses on
1, Wilson, D,, op, cit, p, 52
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this item in comparison to item I- 2, potatoes, v;iiere the percentages
are high. For item I- 7> VTOod, tiiere is a small significant difference
of 6.7 i P* E. .83 in favor of the rural.
Section II
Tliree items of Section II shov^ statistical significant
differences as seen in Table IV. Item II- 2, seconds in a minute, favors
the city v-dth a percentage difference of 5»9 i P.E. .62. Items II- 6,
pounds in a bushel of wheat, and II- 8, dozen eggs in a crate, favor the
rviral with percentage differences of 1]..5 f P.E. .55 ^nd 1|.3 i P.E. .ij.5
respectively. Of the 1^0^ responses on item II- 8, as shovm. in Table II,
205 or slightly better than half of them indicated that either their
parents vrere farmers, grocers or poultry raisers or thej’’ themselves had
had experience in one of these occupations. Thus experience seems to
play a part in the responses on tliis item. For item II- 2, seconds in
a minute, the percentages of 88.7 for the city and 82.8 for the rural
are high as compared to the percentages of 10. 9 for city and for
rural on item II- 6, poimds in a bushel of wheat, and It.,
6
for city and
8.9 for rural for item II- 8, dozen eggs in a crate.
Item II- 1, inches in a foot, carries the highest percentage
of any item of Section II. For city and rural they are 91*3 i P.E. .29
and 90*1 i P.E. *112 respectively. Items II- 3» cups of milk in a pint,
and II- 10, pecks in a bushel, carry fairly high percentages. For city
and rural they are 70*1 ^ P.E. .I4.7 sjcid Jl,2 U P.E. .63 for item II- 3
58.1 U P.E. .51 £^d 58*7 - P*E. .69 for item II- 10. All of these items
appear in the arithmetic text-books and are also among the more corr.only




































Items II- 11, g,ood average yield of cotton per acre, ejid II- 12,
good average yield of iviieat per acre, are ones vaiich vj-ould be expected
to shov; differeiaces throughout various parts of the country. Figures 2
%
and 5 show the distribution of the percentages on these for the
states and the District of Colmbia. Figure 2 shov;s that the states of
Alabama, /a'kansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Ilississippi
,
South Carolina,
Tennessee and Texas have by far the highest percentage of correct responses
on item II- 11, average yield of cotton per acre. These states lie vdthin
the cotton belt. Experience is doubtless the contributing factor. On item
II- 12, average yield of wheat per acre, the states of Arkansas, Colorado,
Idaho, Kansas, Kontuclcj'-, I'or^'-land, Ilinnesota, I.'lssouri, Hew Ilexico, North
Da]cota and Viashington earn;/- the highest percentage of correct responses.
These may be accomted for on the basis that many of these states lie
v/ithin the Tdieat belt. Those which do not are states in vdiich considerable
v/heat is grov/n.
Section III
Items III- 1, height of a dining-room table, and III- 5» v.ddth
of a full size bed, earner very low percentages for both cit^' and rural
as shorn in Table IV. The tvro items carm/ing the highest percentages
of this section are III- 2, height of a living-room ceiling, and III- I|.,
glove size of an average man. The percentages for the former for city
and rural respectively are ^3,1]. A P.E. .50 and 37*3 ^ P.E. .67 v/hile
those for the latter are 32.2 i P.E. .i^S and 32.1 i P.E. . 65 . Item III- 5 ,
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each of 16.7 ^ F.E. .i^-O and 20.7 i P.E. .57* Eone of the percentage
differences betvreen cii^’- and rioral of this section are significant.
This is verv obvious as seen in Table IV, colunns six and seven. These
loiv percentages vrould seem to indicate that the ability to estimate
distances, heights, vddths, etc. is not veiy v:ell established vdth
these cliildren, representative of the entire coimtir,’.
Figure U, based on the percentages of Table IV, gives a
graphic pictiu’e of the correct responses for city and rural. It shows
how closely the tiro lines run parallel to each other. At a glance it
is obvious that the majority of the items shov^ differences viiich are
negligible. Even vdiere the differences are more noticeable they are
not extremely so as shovn in colxmms six and seven of Table IV. Only
six of the 2li. items of the questionnaire show statistical significant
differences. These are I- 3> cotton lint, I- i]., eggs, I- 7» wood, II- 2,
seconds in a minute, II- 6, pounds in a bushel of rdieat, and II- 8,
dozen eggs in a crate. Items I- I4., eggs, and II- 2, seconds in a
minute, are favorable to tlae city ivhile the remaining ones are favorable
to the ri.u'al. These findings are in keeping v/ith those of 'lYise^ in
vdiich he found the difference in the type of problems secxa'ed from rural
and city localities to be negligible. On the other hand it is reasonable
to expect the rural children to do better on the items on v/ixich they
do excel.
1. Vdse, Carl T., “Aritlxm.etic Problems Arising in Various Occupa-







It is of interest to note how the findings on itens in this
study cor.pare to the sane itens in the V<ilson study. ^ These are shovm
in Table V. Her study gives separate percentages for grades thi'ee to
six. Junior High School and the tenth grade, while the present study
gives but one percentage for grades two to ten inclusive. The present
study gives separate percentages for city and rural wiaich are not given
in her study. If a conbined percentage were available for the first
study or separate percentages for the different grade levels in the
second study the data would be still more comparable. But mere inspec-
tion of the percentages shows that there are no outstanding differences
betvveen the two studies, as the percentages r\m about the same for
each item.
The fact that certain items in the first study bear low per-
centages and certain ones high or fairly high percentages is consistently
true of the second study. That the second study confimis the findings
of the first study is a very significant fact. It therefore tends to
make the combination of the tnvo studies the more valid and reliable as
pointed out by Peters^ in his study.
1. ITilson, D. Op. Cit. p. 87
2. Peters, op. cit. pp. 5- 10
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Sectional Distribution on Basis
of ”2” and ”3”
The purpose of this chapter is to show the distribution of the
correct responses on the basis of "K”, "l”, ”2", and "3”» ”N" indicates
that the answer was a correct one but no number appeared opposite it.
The number ”1” indicates that the information was learned in school, the
nxxtnber ”2" that it was learned from experience, while the number ”3’*
indicates a mere guess.
In view of the voluminous amount of data it seemed impracticable
and unnecessary to tabulate each of the states on this basis, and so
selections were made from among the states. In making these selections,
care was taken to include those from representative sections of the
country in order to secure a variety of information on the various
commodities if such existed. Each of the states chosen, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Ohio, Texas and Washington, carry a large number of returns,
with a total of 5^5 Tor the city and 613 for the rural. This yields a
total of 567 Por the boys and 6II for the girls.
Table VI shows the percentage of correct responses for the 5
states for each of Sections I, II and III distributed on the basis of
"K”, ”1", "2”, and "3”* Table VII shows the percentage differences for
data taken from Table VI, The discussion which follows will be based
on these two tables.
Note; The correct and accepted answers to Sections I, II and III
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It vn.ll be recalled that Section I asked for information con-
cerning the v/ay in vdiich certain comnodities are sold. Since most of
tliese are cor.mion to all sections of the country, it would seen reasonable
to expect that experience rather than school might be the basis for the
responses. V/hat do the data reveal?
I-l Farmland The highest percentage of correct responses for
farmland as shovm in Table VI is carried ly nmber "2”, (Experience) in
botli cit;,'- and rural. For the city the percentage for nvimber ”1", (School)
is almost as high as for nijmber "2", vri.th a percentage difference of
1»5 i P.E. 1.9» There is a significant percentage difference in the
rural of 35 *2 i P.E. 2.i}.9 bet’.reen 59*7 percent for number ”2" and 2I4..5
percent for number "1" as shown in Table VII. The percents for “IT"
(llo nimiber) and "3"» (Guess) both city and rural are verg'- small.
1-2 Potatoes Potatoes carry a still higher percentage of
correct responses for nmber "2", (Experience) than does farmland. For
the city 58 *9 percent of the boys and girls indicate experience, number
”2", as the basis for their answers. There is a significant percentage
difference of 3U.0 i P.E. l.C between it and the next highest percent
of 2I1..9 for number "I", (School). Experience is also the basis for the
ansvyers among the rtiral children. 68.8 percent of the correct responses
are carried by number “2", against 19*7 percent for nimber "1” or a signi-
ficant percentage difference of I;9»l - P.E. 1.7. The percentages for
'*11" (llo number) and "3" (Guess) are very insignificant.
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1-3 Cotton Lint The responses on this itean vTOuld seem to
indicate that these boys and girls are not familiar to any great extent
vd-th the vny in vdiich cotton lint is sold. Table VI sho-.vs that number
vdiich indicates a mere guess, carries the highest percents in both
cit;,'- and rural. For the cii:^’- the percentage is 17»7 against i|.9 for
number "2", the next highest, or a percentage difference of 12.6 i
F.E. 1»3« For the rural the percentage is even higher, 22.2 against
5.5 ELvnber “2*', tlie next highest, or a percentage dfference of
16.7 - P.E. 1.2. These are both significant differences in favor of
number ''3"» The percents for '*11" (No Humber), "1", (School), and "2",
(Experience) are very small for both city and rural.
I-l; Eggs Eggs carries the highest percentages of ar^’- of
the items in Table VI. Humber "2" v.ns placed opposite 6^.1 percent of
the total percent of 96 . 1 for the city. There is a significant statistic
cal percentage difference of 37*7 - P.E. 1.6 betiveen it and the next
highest percent of 26.ii. carried by number "1". The percentage is even
higher for the rural, for 72.9 percent is carried by number "2",
(Experience) as compared to 20.6 percent for number "1", (School) or a
ver^'- significant percentage difference of 52»3 i P.E. 1.6 as shov/n in
Table VII. Again "H**, (llo Humber) and nmber "3" (Guess) percentages
are very sm.all.
1-5 Coal Table VI shor/s tliat number "2" carries the highest
percentages of correct responses in both city and rural. The percentage
difference bet’.yeen ii.6.i; for number "2" (experience) and 28.5 For number
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"1" (School) in the cities is 17*9 ^ f.E. 1.9» The difference for the
rural is even greater vd.th 5U*1 percent for number "2'' and 23«5 percent
for nvnber "1" or a percentage difference of ^0,6 f p.E. I.?. These
differences are both statistically significant in favor of number "2",
experience.
1-6 Hails The stoi^’- for nails differs from that of coal in
that the larger percentages of correct ansvrers fall under nuiabers “2",
(Experience) and ”3” (Guess) rather than "1" (School) and "2” (Experience).
The percento.ge in the ciiy for number "2" is 33 *1 against 27.8 percent
for number "3” or a percentage difference of 5»3 i P.E. 1.8. The
difference here is negligible. For the city number '*2” carries i|.5»7 pei*”
cent as compared to number "3" vd.th 20,li percent. This gives a signi-
ficant percentage difference of 25.3 i p.E. I.7 in favor of experience.
(Table VII ).
1-7 Yfood ITunber "2" (Experience) leads vath the highest
percentages. The percentages for nuiibers ”1" (School) and ”3” (Guess)
are alir.ost the sane in botli city and rural, vath number “3" sliglitly
higher. There is a significant percentage difference in the city of
33*3 - P»E. 1.7 between 1|.6.2 percent for nmber "2" as compared to 12.9
percent for nuaber "3"» Iii ti'ie city number "2" carries 37*7 percent of
correct responses as coiapared to 12.7 Poi* number "3" or a- significant
percentage difference of 25.0 ± P.E. 1.6.
The data for the 7 measvu'es of Section I are shovni in a graphic
vmy in Figures 5 6
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The nature of the measures included in Section II Yrould indi-
cate a variance on tlie different items in the highest percentages
carried by "N” (llo ITunber), "1”, (School), "2" (Experience), and "3"
(Guess). Do the data bear this out, or not?
II-l Inches in. a Foot This is a neasiu'e comraonly taught in
the schools, and is one in vdiich number "1" ( School) vrould be expected to
lead. Table VI shov.^s this to be true for both city and rural. In the
former 75*0 percent is listed under number ”1" as compared to I3 .G per-
cent under number ”2“ (Experience) or a statistical sigxiifleant percentage
difference of 6l.2 i F.E. 1»5» ITumber '‘1" in the rural leads vn.th a high
significant percentage difference of 6O
.5 i p. E. I .5 betv;een 75.2 percent
for number "1” and li4.7 percent for number ”2".
1 1-2 Seconds in a Ilinute This is another measin:e commonly
taught in school. Again number '*1” (School) leads in both city and
rural, although the percentages are not as high as those for inches in
a foot. The percentage difference between 62.8 for number "1" and 23«9
for number "2” (Experience) is 3S»9 i 1.6. That for the rural is
53*0 percent for niriber “1” as compared to 25
.U for number "2", or a
percentage difference of 27.6 i P.E. 1.6. These differences ai'e both
favorable to nunber "1”, indicating that school is the basis for the
information on this measure.
II-3 Cups Llilk in a Pint Is school or experience the story
on tills item? The percentages for tiie city indicate no statistical
significant difference between the two as shovm in Tables VI and VII.
number “1" (School) carries 25.8 perennt vdiile number “2" (Experience)
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carries 23*0 mtli a difference of 2.8 ± P.E. 1.6. limber '*3" (C-uess)
comes tliird vn.th 20.5 percent. For the rural number ”1” leads T.dth 25»i:-
percent follov;ed W nmber ”3" vdth 20.7 percent or a non- siyiifleant
difference of U*! i P.E. 1.6. Nmber "2" is third with 15»3 percent.
Il-ij. Cubic Inches in a Cubic Foot This measure is one taught
in the schools in the higher grades. It follov/s that nmber "1“ (School)
should carry the highest percentage of correct responses. This is true
but tlie percentages run very low. Of the total percent of 18. 5 for
the city, nmber "1" leads with li|..l percent. The next highest is 2.6
percent for nmber "3" (Guess), witii a percentage difference between
the t;7o of 11.5 - P.E. 1.0. For the rural the percentage difference is
6.1 i P.E. .67 betvreen 7»0 percent for nmber '‘1” and .9 percent for
nmber '*3’*» These percentages seem to indicate that this is a measme
for vdaich there is little use, and though once learned it is soon for-
gotten. Chapter VII will shovr differences, if any, by grades.
II-5 Acres in a Quarter Section The total percentages of
correct responses for this measure as seen in Table VI are very small
with 7*2 for city and 3*5 foi* rural. Of the 7*2, nmber "1" (School)
carries 3*2 as compared to 2.6 for nmber '*3" (Guess) or a percentage
difference of .6 i P.E. .66. (Table VII ) The percentage difference
between I .5 for nmber "I” (School) and 1.1 for nmber "3“ (Guess) is
•h i .Iili.. These differences are negligible.
11-6 Poimds in a Bushel of YJheat The highest percentage of
correct responses for this m.easure are carried by nmber ”3" (Guess) as
shoivn in Table VI. 6.9 percent of the city pupils indicated nmber ”3"
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as compared to 2.5 percent for number '*1" (School), v/-hile 8.3 of the
rviral pupils indicated nvnnber “3” s-s compared to 2.9 for number ’'2"
(Experience). The percentage differences, as shown in Table VII, are
i P.E. .79 2uid 5»^ i P.E. .95 respectively. The differences are
verj'’ small in favor of mnber ''3’S
II-7 Penn3n,veifiht in an Ounce This measiAre shov/s very small
percentages and percentage differences as indicated in Tables VI and
VII. Humber "1" (School) leads in the city with only 1.1, while nianber
"2" (Experience) carries no percent and number "3" (Guess) only .9
percent. In the rural nmber ”3” leads vlth 1.6 percent, while number
*'2" carries no percent and number "1*' only .5 percent. The percentage
differences between nvu.iber ”1” and number '*3" for both citj'- and rural
are insignificant.
II-8 Dozen Eggs in a Crate This is a measure which, in general,
is not taught in school. It follov;-s then that either number "2'' (Experience)
or "3" (Guess) ought to carrj’- the highest percentage of correct responses.
In the city number "3 " leads vlth 2.1 percent followed by nmber ”2’'
vlth 1.6 percent or a percentage difference of .5 i P.E. .53» "^^e story
is the reverse for the rural as number "2" leads vlth percent as
compared to 2.3 for number ”3"» or a percentage difference of 2.6 i P.E.
71 . In view of the facts presented in Chapter IV vender this item,
number "2" (Experience) vrould be expected to lead, although the differences,
as indicated above, are not statistically significant.
II-9 Rods in a llile Altliough this measure is taught in school.
yet the percentages of correct responses as shovai in Table VI are lovj-
vlth II+.9 for city and 15»3 ^'or rural. Humber "!*’ (School) leads in
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both city and rural follcaved by nuniber ”3" (Guess). The percentage
difference for the city is 6.1 i P.E. .87 betvreen 9»7 percent for
nvcnber “I" and J)»6 for nunber "3’*» That for the rural is 6.1|. i P.E.
.90 betireen 10.6 for nmber "I” and 2.4 for nunber “3"* Though snail,
these are statistically significaaat differences.
II-IO Pecks in a Bushel llunber "I" (School) carries the
highest percentage of correct responses in both city and rural, followed
by nw-iber “3“ (Guess) in city and vnth equal percentages for nunbers
"2'* (Experience) and ”3 "(G^®ss) in rviral. In the city the percentage
difference bet\Teen 35«^ percent for number "1" and 8.1 percent for
number "3” is 27.3 i P.E. 1.5» The percentage difference in the rural
is practically tlie same, being 27.7 i P.E. l.R betv/een 3^.9 percent for
nunber ”1'‘ and
"J ,2 percent for either nuaber ”2'* or number ''3"* The
responses here are favorable to nvmber "1". It is a 'very cominDnly
taught measure as vrell as one of the more useful ones.
II-ll Average Yield of Cotton Per Acre On this item either
nunber ”2" (Experience) or number "3" (Guess) would be expected to lead
in the highest percentage of correct responses. For these five states,
vdiich are truly representative as v.i.11 be pointed out a little later,
nvmber "3" (Guess) carries the highest percentages in both cii^-- and rural.
The percentage difference bet^-reen O .7 percent for nimber "2” and 6.2
percent for nmber ”3” is 5«5 - P.E. O .7 for the city vdth one of 2.8
- P.E. .65 betv/een 1.8 percent for nmber "2" and 4*6 percent for nmber
"3” for the rural. The formier is favorable to nmber "3" (Guess), vdiile
the latter percentage difference is negligible, even tlaough the percentage

9h
for nmbcr "2” (Experience) is greater than that for number "3" (Guess).
A glance at the percentages for the State of Texas! alone, in the cotton
belt, shov.'s them to be much higher than those for any of the other five
states. In viev/- of these data it is apparent that these children knev;-
something about cotton j^ields but possibly were not real positive and
so placed ”5,'’ rather than '‘2” opposite the given responses.
11-12 Average Yield of Y/heat i'er Acre The percentage
differences for both city and rural on this item are significantly
favorable to number "3” (Guess), as shown in Tables VI and VII. In the
city the difference between 12.6 percent for number '‘3” a-nd 2.3 percent
for nmber "2” (Experience is 10. 3 i p.E. 1.0 wiiile that for the rui'al is
6.0 i P.E. .96 between percent for number "3" and 3»2 percent for
number "2". The data for the separate states shov/s fair percentages
for all but Ilassachusetts. The others being states in which considerable
wheat is grovm, would be exi^ected to yield fair returns. The explana-
tion given for II-ll as to the larger percentages for nimber "3" (Guess)
may be equally applicable here.
Figures 7 5 show the data on this section for items 1-6, 9»
and 10.
Section III
Each item in this section, except III-5 , v/idth of full size
bed, for city, shows statistical significant percentage differences in
favor of nuTiber "3" (Guess), hone of iiae percentages are very large as
1. Data for the five states distributed on the basis of '’ll",
"1”, "2”, and ”3" found in Appendix C.
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shovai by Table VI. Especially is tliis true for III-l, height of dining-
roon table, III-3, Tddth betvrcen rails of railroad, and III-5, vddth of
a full size bed. Number ”2” (Experience) carries the next highest per-
centages in each item, ci-ty and rural. The percentage differences, as
seen in Table VII, are based on the percentages for nvmbers "2" and ''3"»
For III-l, height of dining-room table, tlie difference in the city is
7*7 •Yh* vdiile in the rural it is 5U-0 P-E. .66. III-2,
height of living-room ceiling, shovs a difference of 26.7 - P.E. 1.5
for tlie city and 17*9 i P.E. 1.3 Poi* "the rural, vdiile III-3, vddth
bet^Teen rails of railroad, sho^vs differences of 13.6 i P.E. 1.1 and 18.8
i P.E.
.99 Por each respectively. Item III-I4., glove size of average
man, sho\7s the greatest percentage differences being 31*1 P.E. 1.5
for ciiy and 21.5 i P.E. 1.2 for rviral, -while III-5, vddth of full size
bed, shovfs the smallest differences of 2.L. i P.E. .6l and 3.5 i P.E. .56
respectively. It is very evident that the ansivers to -Uiese items, the
majority of vdiich v/ere fair estima-tes, are for the most part guesses.
Figiure 9 shovrs graphically the percentage of correct responses
on each item, both ci-fcy and riAral for tlie five states of Massachusetts,
i.'dnnesota, Ohio, Texas and Vfashington combined. Comparing this figxu*e
T.-ith Figure i| of Chapter V for the I4.3 States and District of Colvimbia
it is seen -that the curve is almost identical. This shovrs v.-ltiiout a
doubt that the five states chosen for trea-fcment in this cliapter are
triily representative of tiie country at large.
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From Section I it is obvious that experience plays the larger
part in the responses of these boys and girls. The one exception is
vri.th I-pi cotton lint, in v^hich nmber "3"» a- mere guess, shov/s the
highest percentage. Even so, they, and the total percents for both city
and r\n'al are small. The first five items and 9* rods in a mile, and
10, pecks in a bushel, for Section II carry larger percentages for
number “1", (School), indicating that school is the basis of the
loiov/ledge here. Number ”3" (Guess) carries m.ost of the highest percentages
for items 6, pounds in a bushel of vrfieat, 7» penirmeight in an ounce,
8, dozen eggs in a crate, 11, cotton yield, and 12, ivheat yield. The
t\TO exceptions are city vri.th number "1" for item 7» pennyv/eight in an
ounce, and number ”2'' for item 8, dozen eggs in a crate, in the rural.
In Section III nimber "3" carries the highest percentages for each item.
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CHAi^TER VII
Sectional Distribution hy Grades
An attempt is made in this chapter to find an answer to the
question. Do differences exist at the various grade levels on the
measures known and used by children? The same five states, llassachu-
setts, liimiesota, Ohio, Texas and Vfeshington, have been used for this
purpose in noting the distribution of the correct responses grades.
Grades tirvo and ten consist of a verj," fev/ pupils. In view of this fact
the percentages for these grades are not compsj*able to those of grades
three to nine inclusive which carr^r m.uch larger retiurns. For instance
in grade two if the three children answer correctly the result is 100
percent, vrhereas if just one child fails to answer, the percentage is
greatly reduced to that of 33 *3 percent. The reductions on grade nine
do not fluctuate as rapidly but even so the number is small compared
to those of the other grades. The treatment of the data vdiich follov^s
vn.ll tend to center in grades three to nine. Table VIII vnll serve as
a basis for the discussion in tliis chapter. Hie percentages for the
cit^'’ and rural have been ccxnbined in this table. Tables IX and X
(p. 108) shovr the separate percentages for rural and city.
Section I
In tile main the trend of percentages from grade to grade in
Section I is consistently liigher for each grade. Tliere are two ex-
ceptions. For item 1-6, nails, there is a very slight falling off
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to 79*2 percent in the seventh {^rade, 80.9 percent in the eighth and
80.2 percent in the ninth. This difference is too snail to be signifi-
cant. Item I“3» cotton lint, shovs a drop in the fovirth grade and
again in the ninth grade Ydth but a slight rise from the fifth to the
eighth grade. Iten 1- 1 , wood, shows a ver\>- consistent upamrd trend
with a percentage range fron 35*7 percent in the third grade to 83.7
percent in the ninth grade. This range is greater than tliat for any
other item of Section I. Apparently children at the lower grade levels
are not as familiar with the vray in v/hich \7ood is sold as compared to
all the other commodities except I-3» cotton lint, which is sbill lower.
Figure 10 shov/s these data in graphic fom.
The percentages from grade to grade run practically
the same for items I-l, famland, 1-2, potatoes, and I-U, eggs. Since
they are so similar, only I-li, eggs, is shovai in Figure 10. The per-
centages for each are shown in Table VIII. Item 1-5 » coal, shovi’s a
fairly rapid rise from 63.5 percent in the third grade to 83.3 percent
in tile fourth grade. Beyond the fourth grade the rise in gradual being
especially so in the seventh, eighth and ninth grades.
Section II
Section II shoves a stoi*^’^ similar to that of Section
I, except that the percentages for all items, except items 1 to 3> are
much smaller. Figure 11 shows graphically the data for some of tlie
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itens found in Table VIII. Hot all of the itens are shovm. It v.-as
difficult to do so satisfactorily as so many of them rm in close
proximity to each other.
All of the items show an upv.'ard trend from the third to the
fourth grade with the exception of II-l, inches in a foot. There is a
drop from 81;. 6 percent in the third grade to 81.9 percent in the fourth
grade j beginning vn.th the fifth grade the rise is a gradual one up to
the nintli grade. Items II-2, seconds in a minute, II-5* acres in a
quarter section, and 11-12, good average yield of vheat per acre, shov;-
a ver;,'- consistent rise in percentage of correct responses from the tliird
to the nin-tlx grade. The initial rise for item II-2, seconds in a m.inute,
is considerably greater than tliat for item 11-12, good average yield of
vdxeat per acre, whereas the rise from the sixth to the ninth grade is
more marked in item 11-12 than in II-2. Item II-5» acres in a quarter
section, shovre a rapid increase from 8.8 percent in the eighth grade to
18.8 percent in the ninth grade. Item II-3* cups of milk in a pint,
shows an increase in percentages up to the sixth grade. There is a
drop at both the seventh and ninth grade levels. Tlie drop at the
ninth grade may be explained on the basis tlmt the total nmber of
responses for this grade are considerably less than those for grades
three to eight inclusive. That there are similar drops for this grade in
items II-l;, cubic inches in cubic foot, II-6, pomds in bushel of vdieat,
II-8, dozen eggs in a crate, II-9» rods in a mile, and II- 10, pecks
in a bushel, i)oints to this conclusion. Except for the ninth grade the
V ( • ^Xo . ‘ ' j - n - w *
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percentages from grade to grade are greater for all these itens except
II-9» rods in a mile, v/here there is a drop from 9*0 percent in the
fourth grade to 5*6 percent in the fifth grade.
Item II- 11, average yield of cotton per acre, shov/s a con-
sistent rise in percentages at each grade level except for the seventh
grade vdiere the percentages drop from 8.5 percent in the sixth grade
to 5*U percent in the seventh grade and then rise again in the eighth
grade to 15*0 percent. The percentages at each grade level are small
for item II-7» pennyweight in an ounce, and shoxi very little variation.
This is veig,’ noticeable in Figvire 11. Items Il-i]., cubic inches in a
cubic foot, II-5> acres in a quarter section, II-7» pennyvreight in an
omce, II-ll, good average yield of cotton per acre, and 11-12, good
average yield of wheat per acre, show no percentages for the second and
third grades. Item II-5» acres in a quarter section, also shovrs none
for the fourth grade.
Section III
Except for Item III-l, height of dining-room table, the per-
centages for this section in grades three to nine show a consistent
rise from grade to grade. For this item there are tv/o drops one at the
fifth grade from 1|..8 percent in the fourth grade to 2.9 percent and the
other at the eighth grade to 7*9 percent from 13«3 percent in the
seventli grade, vn.th only a slight rise again in the ninth grade. Item
III-2, height of living-room ceiling, shovrs a very rapid rise in per-
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centage fror. 12.5 percent in the fourth grade to 52*6 percent in the
sixth grade, at -which point there is only a gradual rise up to the ninth
grade. There is a fairly rapid rise from 3*U percent in -the fovurth
grade to 15.2 percent in the fifth grade for "width be-b^veen rails
of a railroad. From the fifth grade to the ninth the rise is gradual.
The ascent for Ill-i;, glove size of average man, is also a gradvial one
except for the decided rise from 29.8 percent in the sixth grade to
hi *5 percent in the seventh grade. Item III- 5 , vridth of full size bed,
shov/'s no percentages for the second and third grades. Even though the
percentages for the remaining grades are small their increase from
grade to grade is gradual up to the ninth and even the tenth grade.
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It nay be of interest to the reader to note the percentages
on each item of Sections I, II, and III for tlie 0!% and rxn*al separate.
These have been placed in Tables IX and X and included in this cliapter.
Svnnary
From the above data, the answer to the question, "Do differences
exist at the various grade levels?" is obvious. For each item of the
tliree sections the trend is an upunrd one from the lovrer to the higher
grades. This is directly in line vdtli the findings of the ‘'tTilson
study. ^ It is evident that maturity'- is a vital factor in tlie measxires
kno’.vn and used. This is noticeable for Section III in which number "3”»
a guess, leads in the highest percentage of correct responses as pointed
out in Chapter VI. V/hen the exact measure vra.s not known and a guess
T/as made, maturity apparently aided in the estiniates given. Doubtless
maturity'' and experience are more closely connected than matiirit^'- and
schooling; data are not in form for figuring correlations.
1 . Vfi-lson, D.
,
op. cit. pp. J44 , i|-5i 62, 'Jl, 72
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CHAPTER VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF TtiE DATA BY SEXES
Do boys and girls differ in their knov/ledge and use of
measures and denominate numbers? If differences do exist v;hat is the
significance attached to them? These are questions v/hich this chap-
ter seeks to ansv/ei*.
The presentation of the material "vvlll center in four topics
namely, (l) sex differences in city and rural, (2) sex differences on
the basis of "N", (No Nxamber), ”1” (School,) "2", (Experience) and
(g^sss) (3) sex differences at the various grade levels, and
(1;) the significance of the percentage difference betiveen the sexes.
Topics two and three are based upon the tabulations of the data for the
five selected states noted in Chapters V and VI. The first and fourth
topics are based upon the data for the states and the District of
Columbia as found in Chapter IV. No attempt is made in the discussion
of the first three topics to note the probable error of the percentage
differences. This will be done for city and rural combined under
the fourth topic.
1. Sex Differences in Cit^’’ and Rural
Table XI shoxis the percentage of correct responses for both
boys and girls in city and rviral. Figures 13, lU, and 15 shor/ the same
data in graphic form. In Section I it is obvious from items 1 - 5 ,
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Table XI. Shoves the percentage of correct ansv/ers on all items
of Sections I, II, and III for Boys and Girls in the 1^.3 States and
the District of Columbia









I- 1 Farmland 9I.U 90.5 93.3 92.2
I- 2 Potatoes 94.6 95.1 9i+.9 92.7
I- 5 Cotton lint 26.7 25.5 28.8 31.8
I- h Eggs 96.8 96.0 9h-0 92.1
I- 3 Coal 8U.d 79.7 89.0 82.1
I- 6 llai 1 s 77.2 59.3 73.9 67.0
I- 7 Wood 61.3 56.5 65.8 65.1
II- 1 Inches in a foot 93.1 89.7 91.9 88.1
II- 2 Seconds in a minute 92.0 85.9 80.6 85.1
II- 3 Cups of malic in a pint 72.1 68 . 1). 70.8 71.6
II- h Cubic inches in a cubic foot 18 . 15.6 16.6 14.2
II- 3 Acres in i section 9.9 6.1 11.3 6.9
II- 6 Pounds in a bushel of vdieat 14.1 8.3 20.1 lO.i
II- 7 Pennyweight in an ounce 3.4 3.2 i4..6 4.3
II- 8 Dozen eggs in a crate 5.2 4.1 9.7 8.1
II- 9 Rods in a mile 14.7 12.8 16.3 13-7
II- 10 Pecks in a bushel 60.6 55.9 58.8 58.6
II- 11 Good average yield of
cotton per acre 5-1 3 -U 7.1 l+.l
II- 12 Good average yield of
v/heat per acre 11.9 8.3 1LI..8 9.1
III- 1 Height of dining-room
table 8.5 8.1 8.9 8.5
III- 2 Hei^t of living-room
ceiling I4I4..6 32.9 U.0.2 3k -3
III- 3 Y/idth bet'.Yeen rails of
railroad 26.1 12.3 27.5 13.6
III- U Glove size of average nan 32.7 31.8 52 . i+ 31-7

































































than the girls. The percentage of correct responses on the item
1- 6
,
nails, for the boys in botli city and rural is considerably
higher than that for the girls. This is especially true in the city.
Item 1- 3» cotton lint, shows the girls scoring higher than the boys.
Items 1- 1, farmland, 1- 2, potatoes, and 1- 14., eggs, shov;- very slight
differences.
On each iter.i of Section II in the city the boys score higher
than the girls, v/ith item 1- 7 » pennjaveight in an ounce, showing only
a very slight difference. In the rural the boys score higher on all
the items, some very slightly so, except II- 2, seconds in a minute,
and II- 3» cups of milk in a pint, vdiere the girls score higher. For
items III- 1, height of a dining-room table. III- I4., glove size of
an average man, and III- 5* vadth of a full size bed, the percentages
are practically the same. This is very obvious from. Figure I5 .
Items III- 2, height of living-room ceiling, and III- 3» “vvidth bet’;/een
rails of a railroad, show that the boys score higher in both city
and rural.
It is apparent from the above data that differences do exist
bet\7een the boys and girls, at least on the majority of the items.
Eovi" significant these differences are, vmll be shovm. in the discussion
of the fourth topic. It v/ill show the probable error of the percentage
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2. Sex Differences on the Basis of "N”
,
” 1", ”2”, and ”3”
In Section I Table XII sho'.Ts that the percentages for nunber
'*2” (experience), for boys is greater than that for the girls, v;hereas
in practically every instance the percentages for nunber “I” (school)
and "3" (guess) for the girls are higher than those for the boj’-s.
Section II shovrs more variations. On items II- 1, inches in a foot,
II- 2 seconds in a minute, II- 3 > cups of milk in a pint, and II- 7 »
peiinyiTeight in an ounce, the percentages for nunber ”1" (school) for
the girls are slightly higher than those for the boys. The remaining
items shoT/ higher percentages for boys although most of the differences
are small. The boys carin'- higher percentages than the girls for number
"2" (experience) on all items, except II- J), cups of milk in a pint,
and II- I|., cubic inches in a cubic foot. Items II- 7 » penn^nr/ei^t in
an ounce, carries no percentages for either boys or girls. The
percentages for ntmber ”3" (guess) on items II- 1, inches in a foot,
II- cubic inches in a cubic foot, ll- 8, dozen eggs in a crate,
II- 9» rods in a mile, and II- 10, pecks in a bushel are greater for
girls than for boys. The remaining iteras show slightly higher per-
centages for boys.
Section III shows that the boys and girls both cari^’- higher
percentages for nmber "3" (guess) than for either niribers "I” (school)
or "2" (experience), and in turn tliose for number *'2'* are higher than
those for nuiabor ”1”. In every instance the percentages for number ”2"
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3» Sex Differences at Different Grade Levels
Despite slight variations the percentage of correct res-
ponses on each item of Sections I, II, and III is higher in the
upper grades than the lovrer grades for both boys and girls. This is
based on the third to the ninth grade, as vra.s done in Che.pter VII,
since the second and tenth grades carry too small returns to be
comparable to the other grades. These tv'-n grades are omitted from
Tables XIII and XIV.
In Section I both boys and girls, even at the third grade
level, sho’.y good comprehension as to the v;ay in v/hich tlie coimiodities
of items I- 1, farmland, I- 2, potatoes, and I- i|, eggs are sold. The
boys also show good comprehension at this same level on items I- 5» coal,
and I- 6, nails. In the main, the trend on each item is quite a con-
secutively upvmrd one from grade to grade. There are fluctuations on
som.e items, as for instance I- 2, potatoes, there is a slight drop at
the seventh grade level, vdiile for item I- 6, nails, there is qmte a
percentage rise from the fifth to the sixth grade and then a slight
decline from there onv/ard. Other items show similar deviations.
Item II- 12, good average yield of v/heat, is the only one of
Section II vdaich shows consecutive higher percentages at ea.ch grade level
from the third to the ninth grade and even the tenth grade. The same is
true for II- 5* acres in a quarter section, for the boys and II- 2, seconds
in a minute, for the girls. Others, such as II
-3 > cups of milk in a pint,
II-IO, pecks in a bushel, and II-ll, good average yield of cotton per acre,
for the girls, II-6, pounds in a bushel of v/heat, and II_8, dozen eggs









Table XIII Shows the Percentage of Correct Answers for the Boys on
the Items of Sections I, II and III at Each Grade Level for Five
Selected States.
No. in grade 80 62 78 102 98 100 1+1
Grade 3 u 5 6 n1 6 9
I- 1 Fajrmland 81.3 83.9 96.2 9U.I 93.9 95.0 100.0
I- 2 Potatoes 83.7 93.5 9U.9 98.0 96.9 97.0 100.0
I- 5 Cotton lint 23.7 19.3 28.2 28 .
U
28.6 3U .0 31.7
I- U Eggs 85.0 95.2 98.7 96.1 97.9 99.0 100.0
I- 5 Coal 73.8 82.3 89.7 95.1 9U .9 92.0 97.5
I- 6 Nails 65.0 72.6 87.2 85.3 88.8 93.0 95.1
I- 7 Wood 36.2 61.3 56.14. 75.5 78.6 82.0 90.2
II- 1 Inches in a foot 88.7 88.7 9U.9 96.1 93.9 99.0 100.0
II- 2 Seconds in a minute 60.0 61.3 92.3 96.1 95.9 98.0 100.0
II- 3 Cups of milk in a pint 58.7 5U .8 62.8 73.5 63.3 69.0 68.3
II- 14- Cubic inches in a
cubic foot 0.0 0.0 7.7 11.8 21 .U 3I4..O 21+.I+
II- 5 Acres in ^ section 0.0 0.0 3.8 3.9 6.1 11.0 29.3
II- 6 Pounds in a bushel
of wheat 1.2 ^.8 5.1 10.6 I8.U 33.0 26.8
II- 7 Pennyweight in an ounce 0.0 0.0 6.I4. 2.9 2.0 3.0 0.0
II- 8 Dozen eggs in a crate 0.0 1.6 2.6 9.8 12.2 II4.O 7.3
II- 9 Rods in a mile 2.5 6.14. 7.7 16.7 23.5 32.0 26.8
II-IO Pecks in a bushel 12.5 37.1 56.14- 6I+.7 6U.3 65.0 70.7
II-ll Good average yield of
cotton per acre 0.0 1.6 3.8 11.8 3.1 17.0 29.3
11-12 Good average yield of
wheat per acre 0.0 1.6 5.1 13.7 2U.5 35.0 36.6
III- 1 Height of dining-room
table 2.5 1.6 1.3 9.8 16.3 7.0 7.3
III- 2 Height of living-room
ceiling 5.0 1U.5 33.3 U2.1 68 .
U
7U.O 78.0
III- 5 Width between rails of
railroad 1.2 3.2 20.5 21.6 29.6 1+3.0 53.7
III- h Glove size of average man22.5 1U.5 11.5 22.5 U6.9 59.0 63.1+
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ShoT/'s the Percentage of Correct Ansvrers for Girls on the
Sections I, II, and III at Each Grade Level For Five Selected
ho. in Grade
^7 82 93 109 104 115 45Grade U 5 V




I- 1 Famland 61.4 82.9 91.4 97.2 96.2 95*6 95.6I- 2 Potatoes 80.7 92.7 94.6 95.4 100.0 100.0 100.0
I- 3
I- k
Cotton lint 28.1 21.9 3U-h 55.9 36.5 55.9 26.7
EooS 84.2 95.9 95.7 99.1 97.1 99-1 100.0
I- 5 Coal 49.1 84.1 90.3 90.0 92.3 95.7 95-5I- o ijails 55.1 55.7 59.1 77.1 70.1 70.4 71.1
I- 7 hails 55.1 45.9 55.9 65.1 75.9 79.1 82.2
II- 1 Inches in a foot 78.9 76.8 90.5 95.6 97.1 97.4
96.1
97.8II- 2 Seconds in a ninute 43.9 67.1 76.3 90.8 88.1 100.0
II- 3
II- u
Cups of milk in a pint
Cubic inches in a cubic
47.4 58.5 66.7 71.6 75.0 78.3 68.9
II- 5
II- 6
foot 0.0 1.2 8.6 34.7 20.2 22.6 8.9
Acres in Section
Pounds in a bushel of
0.0 0.0 1.1 5.7 2.9 6.9 8.9
II- 7
vdaeat 5.5 2.4 9.7 4«6 10.6 16.5 15.6
PennjHYeight in an ounce 0.0 1.2 2.1 1.8 5.9 .8 2.2
II- G Dozen eggs in a crate 1.7 5.7 5.4 2.7 5.9 7.6 11.1





Pocks in a bushel
Good average yield of
10.5 54.1 it5-2 58.7 61.5 65.2 40.0
11-12
cotton per acre
Good average yield of








1.7 7.5 h -3 7.5 10.6 8.7 15.5
III- 3
ceiling
V/’idtli bet;veen rails of
8.8 10.9 26.9 37.6 42.3 48.7 62.2
III- k
railroad 0.0 5.7 10.7 10.1 9.6 15.6 24.4Glove size of average man 12.3 14.6 30.1 56.7 48.1 55-0 64.4III- 5 ..'idth of full size bed 0.0 0.0 2.1 1.8 5-9 7.8 11.1




both boys and girls shovf a drop in the percents-ge of correct responses
for the ninth grade. As pointed out in Chapter VII tlxis nay be due to
the fact that there are considerably less pupils in this grade as
compared to grades three to eight.
bith but very fev^ fluctuations. Section III shov/s quite a
steady increase in the percentage of correct responses from one grade
level to the other for both boys and girls. Item III- 1, height of
dining-room table, for the boys shoxrs a rapid rise at the seventh grade
vdth a decrea.se from there on to the ninth grade. The same item for
the girls shou's a rise in the percentage of correct responses at the
foxorth and seventh grade levels. Item III- 3» vddth betxreen rails of
railroad, for the girls shows a drop in the percentage of correct
responses at the seventh grade, wliile III-1|, glove size of average
m.an, for the boys shov/s a drop at the fifth grade level. For the
girls items III- 2, height of living-room ceiling. III- h, glove size
of avere.ge man, and III- 5» vddth of full size bed, except for a drop
of .3 percent drop at the sixth grade, are consecutively'- higher at
each grade level. Items III- 2, height of living-room ceiling. III- 3>
vddth be-tween rails of railroad, and III- vddth of full size bed,
for the boys are consecutively higher at each grade level.
In spite of the slight variations already noted, the trend
from grade to grade for each item is an upv.nrd one for both the boys
and girls. Tables XIII and XIY shoxv the percentages to rm about tlie
same for both boys and girls, except on items I- 5> coal, I- 6, nails,
I- 7» v/ood, II- 6, pounds in a bushel of -wiieat, II- 11, good average
>3
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yield of cotton per acre, II- 12, good average yield of wheat per acre,
III- 2, height of living-room ceiling, and III- 3» vddth betiTeen rails
of railroad. For these the percentages tend to run higher for the boys.
Significance of Percentage Differences bet;veen the Sexes
Table XV serves as a basis for the material presented in
this section. Column tiTO shoves the percentage of correct responses for
the boys vrith city and rural combined vdiile column four sho'as the same
for the girls. Columns tliree and five give the probable error (p.E.)
for these percents, v/hile colvmn six shovrs the percentage differences
bet\7een the tT,TO percents v.lth tiie probable error (P.E.) for each.
In Section I items I- coal, and I- 6, nails, show statisti-
cal percentage differences in favor of the boys. The percentage for
nails, 17.0 i . 76 , is much greater than the percent of * P.E.
.50 for coal. This difference is very obvious as shovsa in Figure I6 .
The percentage differences for items I- 1, famdand, I- 2, potatoes,
I- 3» cotton lint, and I- i^., eggs, are negligible. Item I- 7 vrood,
shovrs a percentage difference of Ji,6 A P.E. .7^* This is .1 percent
of a point less than its probable error. The difference is not a
significant one.
Five items of Section II show statistical percentage differ-
ences in favor of the boys. II- 1, inches in a foot, shovrs a percentage
difference of 3*5 t P*E. ivhile II- 5» acres in a quarter section,
shows a percentage difference of I;.! i P.E. h»5‘ ' percentage difference
/ •* io 1 e lo ')! >
1 ) o
Til •
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pounds in a bushel of wheat, is J.h ± P.E. vdiile that
for II- 12, good average yield of wheat per acre, is I:. 3 P.E. i.37
Iteris II- (acres in a quarter section), II- 6 ( pounds in a bushel
of v.iieat, and II- 12 (Good average yield of vdxeat per acre) are ten
tir:es their probable error, vfhile itens II- 1 (inches in a foot) and
II- 11 (good average cotton per acre) are only slightly greater than
five tines their probable error. All of these itens, e:ccept II- 1,
inches in a foot, are ones in vdiich boys are naturally more interested
than girls and nay account for these differences. The percentage
differences for items II- 7* penn;^ATeight in an ounce, and II- 8 , dozen
eggs in a crate, sire negligible. For the renaining seven itens the
percentages for the boys are slightly higher than those for the girls
but these differences are not great enough to be statistically sig^aifi-
cent as shov/n in Table XV and Figiu’e l6 .
In Section III the percentages for each item are greater for
tiie boys than for the girls. Tlirce of these. III- 1, height of a
dining-room table. III- I4., glove size of an average nan, and III- 5»
vddth of a full size bed, carry percentage differences wiiich are
statistically negligible as shovn in Table XV. Item III- 2, height of
living-room ceiling, shows a percentage difference of 9*6 iP.E. .79
v/iiich is better than ten tines its probable error. The percentage
difference of I3.6 i P.E. .65 for III- 3» v.ddth betiveen rails of
railroad, is better than tiventy tines its probable error. These are
both statistically significant in favor of the boys. There was no
information on the questionnaire as to either the father’s occu-
pation or work done by the boys T^hich would aid in determining
a reason for the difference. Since railroads hold an attraction to
BiMi
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Table XV Shoves the r’robable Error (P.E.) of the Percentage of Correct
ansT.'-ers for Boys and Girls and the Probable Error (P.E.) of the Percentage
Differences on all the Items in Sections I, II, and III for the I4.3 States
and District of Colnr.ibia.
Boys (517U Girls
I- 1 Farmland 92.1 CVJ 91.1 i .33 1.0 4 .1;6
I- 2 Potatoes 9I+.6 i .27 9h-3 d .26 •3 i .37
I- 3 Cotton lint 27.5 i .47 27.6 i .51 .1 4 .69
I- h Eggs 96.7 i .23 i .25 ‘9 4 .3k
I- 5 Coal 86 .1}. i .i;0 80.6 i .31 5.6 4 .50
I- 6 ITails 75.9 i .51 58.9 i .57 17.0 4 .76
I- 7 Yibod 63.
C
i
.47 59 - 1; ^ .57 3.6 4 .71.
II- 1 Inches in a foot 92.6 J. .31 89.1 •i .3!}. 3.5 4 .1|6
II- 2 Seconds in a minute 87.7 i .39 85.7 a .ko 2.0 4 .56
II- 3 Cups of milk in pint 71.6 i .51* 694 4 .53 2.2 4 .7k
II- u Cubic inches in a
cubic foot 17.6 i 45 15.1 i .ko 2.5 4 .60
II- 5 Acres in vp Section IO.I4. i .36 6.3 4 .27 l+.l i 45
II- 6 Povnds in a bushel
of v/heat 16,3 i .4 8.9 4 .32 74 4 .3k
II- 7 Penn^nveight in an
ounce 3.8 i .2l| 3.6 4 .20 .2 4 .31
II- 8 Dozen eggs in crate 6.9 J. .1|1|. 6.2 4 .27 • 7 4 .51
! II- 9 Rods in a mile 15.5 i 43 13.1 i .39 2.k 4 .kd
1 1- 10 Pecks in a bushel
5^-9 -9 i .58 56.6 i .57 3-1 4 .81
II-ll Good average yield
of cotton per acre 5.8 i .25 3.6 4 .20 2.1 4 .32
11-12 Good average 2’ield
of vdieat per acre 12.9 i ,Uo 8.6 4 .32 h-3 :i .37
III- 1 Height of dining-roor
table 8.6 i •3h 8.2 i .31 4 4 .i}.6
III- 2 Height of living-
room ceiling 43-2 i .58 334 i .5I4 9.8 4 .79
III- 3 V^idth betiYeen rails
of rai Iroad 26.6 i .53 12.8 i .38 13.8 4 .65
III- U Glove size of average
man
:
32.6 i .56 31.7 i .53 .9 ••11
III- 5 '.V'idth of full size
bed 5.7 i .27 54 4 .26 • 3 4 .33






























nost boys, it is possible that the boys have had more contact v/ith
then and that this accounts for this great difference. It is apparent
that boys shov; greater ability than do girls in estimating the height
of a ceiling, although the percentages for both boys and girls, being
small, indicate that neither shovf any great ability to do so. The
percentages for both boys and girls on the items of all three sections
ai'e shoim in a graphic \my in Figure l6.
Summary
The percentages in Table XV and the graphic presentation of
these in Figure l6 bear out the fact that differences betvTeen boys
and girls do exist on all the items of Sections I, II, and III.
That these differences are greater for some items than for others
is also obvious. Some of the differences are statistically signifi-
cant. In general, the differences are in tlie direction of reasonable
expectations.
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Section IV of the questionnaire seeks to ansv/er the
question, “Are you taught the tables of measures as tables?” The
responses in this section fall into 3 categories, blank, yes and no.
A blanlc means that neither the “Yes” nor "lIo“ on the questionnaire
v/as underlined. If the "Yes" vra.s underlined the response vra.s
recorded "Yes." The same is true for "Ho." The boys and girls in
citj’- and rural schools ivere tabulated separately.
Comparison of Responses for Bo^^s and Girls in Cii^^ and Rviral
Table XVI shovra the percentage of boys and girls in city and
rural sections ivho answered "Blank," "Yes" or "IJo." It -will be seen
from columns tv/o and eight that 1^*2 percent of the boys of the ci't^'
against I3.I-I- percent of the rural gave no ansv^er. In the same colunm
percent of the boys of the city answered "Yes" against I4.6.7
percent in the rural. This means a percentage difference of 1.? ^ P»E.
1.5 v/hich is not a significant difference. For the answer "Ho" the
opposite is true, v/ith percent of the city boys ansivering "No"
against 39*9 percent for tlie rural, or a percentage difference of 3»5
i P.E. 1.2^Trx‘Lich is not significant. The data for tlie girls tells
practically the same story, 15.2 percent of the girls in the city
gave no answer as compared to I3.2 percent for the rural q' a differ-
ence of 2.0 percent. The girls in the cit>'- and r\xral ansv/ered practi-
cally the same for "Yes" with aJ^d 51*0 percents respectively, or
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33»h percent of the city girls and 35*8 percent of the ri^ral girls
ansv;-ered thus. Here again the differeiice of 2.[j. 4 P.E. *76 is not
significant. Figure 1? shows the above data in graphic fom.
The fact that the percentage differences for boys eind girls
in city and rural districts are negligible indicates the reliability
of tlae responses on the first 3 sections of the questionnaire. Ilore
convincing evidence is possible from the comparison of the responses
of boys and girls vdthin one school system. Such data are here
presented for the school at Takoma Park, District of Columbia. If
there Avere any evidences of unreliability there would be every oppor-
tunity’- for it here.
Boys ( 6^4.) Girls (68 )
Blank Yes Ho Blank Yes No
Humber h 18 i|2 0 20 48
Percent 6.3 28.1 65.6 0 29.4 70.6
The percen-tage difference be-tween 28.1 percent of “Yes"
responses for the bor'-s and 29.4 percent of tyes" responses for -the
girls is 1.3 i P.E. The percentage difference bet\TOen 65
percent of '*I'Io" responses for the boys and JO ,6 percent for the girls
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Conparison of C iiTy'' and Ilviral Responses
Colimns six and twelve of Table XVI shov;- the percentage of
answers for each section for both city and rural vdth the responses
for boys and girls combined. The percentage for "Blank" is 15*2
percent for city as compared to 13 •3 percent for rural, or a per-
centage difference of 1.9 i •80. The answer "Yes" carries 50.0
percent for city against i+S.S percent for rviral, or a difference of
1.2 i .67. Tlve percentage for answer "ITo" for city and rural is
3l+»8 37»9 percent respectively. The percentage difference here
is 2.9 i .83. All of these percentage differences are negligible.
A comparison of the percentage of "Yes" and "No" answers maj'’ be made
from the same columns. 5O.O percent of the citj'- answered "Yes" as
compared to 3U»8 percent vdio answered "No", a significant percentage
difference of 11.2 i 1.1. The percent of "Yes" answers for the rural
is i^S.S as compared to 35*8 for "No", a significant percentage
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Table XVII Shov/s the Percentage of Ansivers for "Blanlc'*, "Yes” and
"llo" on Section IV, City and Rinral, for Each of the i).3 States and
District of Colurnbia.
City’ Rural
Yes llo — Yes Ho
Ala. 154 53.8 30.3 37.5 5I+.2 8.3
Arizona 19.0 52.4 28.6 13.6 61+4 22.0
Ark. 11.1 88.9 0.0 — — —
C.alif • 15.7 38.8 +5-5 13.3 1+2.1 14.6
Colo. 9.1 62.
k
28.5 12 . 1+ 4i .2 1+6 . 1+
Conn. 4.2 66 , J 9.1 —
D.C. 3.0 28.8 68.2 — — —
Fla. 15.5 ij.8.7 35.8 15.0 75.0 10.0
C-a. 17.6 60.0 22.2 25.0 0.0 75.0
Idaho 19.2 61.6 19.2 —--
111 . 6.6 52.1 kl -3 10.2 51.9 37.9
Ind. 4.6 1+9.6 35.8 5.9 294 6U.7
lovra. 7.9 65.1 27.0 8 .J+ +5.8 1;5.8
Kan. 194 70.9 9.7 38.5 38.5 23.0
Ken. 25.9 UU -5 29.6 0.0 66.7 33-3
La. 57.5 50.0 12.5
lie. 6.3 62.5 31.2 0.0 85.7 4.3
lid. 16.7- 58.3 25.0 — — —
Ila^s. 10.1 66 . 1+ 23.5 16.1+ 3l;4 1+9-2
liich. 22.3 50.1+ 27.3 20.9 36.7 h2,U
Llinn. 10.9 U2.7 1^6 . 1+ 21.9 50.0 28.1
Lliss. 0.0 0.0 100.0 — — —
llo. 16.7 60.1+ 22.9 2.0 7li.o 2I+.O
llont. 4.7 55.9 29.1+ 11.1 66.7 22.2
lleb. 3.0 564 60.6 11.8 • 39.7 +8.5
H. II. 10.0 50.0 1+0.0
i:. 11 . 0.0 57.1 i+2.9 35.3 55.9 8.8
11 . Y. 9.9 64.5 25.6 0.0 50.0 50.0
11 . Car. 25.9 37.0 57.1 9.1 36.I1. 5ii .5












— Yes ITo — Yes ITo
Ohio 0.0 81.1 18.
9
54 49-2 45.4
Okla. 21.9 U0.9 37.2 22.2 55*6 22,2
Ore. 20.2 46.2 31.6 12.3 63.3 23.9
Pa. 17.8 56.8 25.it 20.0 70.0 10.0
R. I. 16.7 50.0 35-3 —
-
—
S. Car. 0.0 0.0 100.0
S. Dak. 12.0 £4.0 24.0 33-3 50.0 16.7
Tenn. 22.1 47.7 30.2 17.2 it8 .lt 34.4
Texas 9.1 50.0 40.9 17.6 54.6 27.8
Va. 6.8 50.0 43.2 15.6 64.9 19.5
Yfash. 9.2 61.5 29.3 6.6 46.2 47.2
|7 . Va. 15.2 51.9 33.3 — — —
ms. 35.6 18.6 45-8 14.4 It5.8 39.8
0.0 50.0 50.0 7.7 76.9 15.lt
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Table XVII shows the analysis of the data more in detail.
The percentage of ansvrcrs for each, "Blank", "Yes" and "llo", are given
for both city and rural. Upon close study of the table it is seen
from the data for the city that 33 "the i+l states and District of
Columbia carry a higher percentage of "Yes" than "Do" anEnvers, while
7 of the remaining 9 states namely, California, District of Coltanbia,
Tlinnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, South Carolina and lYisconsin earn/
a higher percentage of "iTo" responses. These do not represent any
one section of the countr^r. The fact that South Carolina and Mississippi
appear vd.th tliis group nay be due to the small ntmber of returns from
each, with four and six respectively. Two of the states, Yfyoming and
North Carolina, carry the same percentage for each the "Yes" and "No."
The range of percents for the states yielding city returns, answering
"Yes" is from 88.9 percent for Arkansas to I4.O .9 percent for Oklahoma.
The range of percents for those answering "No" is from 100.0 percent
for Uississippi and South Carolina to 0.0 percent for Arkansas.
The sane table shows that, of the 5U states yielding rural
returns, 23 states cai'ir,'' a higher percentage of "Yes" than "No" ansivers,
while 10 of the remaining 12 states namely, California, Colorado,
Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraslca, North Carolina
and lYashington carry a higher percentage of "No" than "Yes" answers.
These states represent different sections of the comtry. The range of
percents for the states yielding rural retvirns, answering "Yes" is from
65.7 percent for Maine to 3® *5 percent for Kansas. The range of percents
for tiriose answering "No" is from 75*0 percent for Georgia to 1^2.1+
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percent for L!icliigen. T^vo of the states, Io\m and V^yoming, carry the
sane percentage of '*Yes” and ”ITo” answers.
Figixres 19 and 20 show a graphic presentation of the above
data.
5*
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CHA.PTER X
SmSIMlY AND CONCLUSIONS
Limitations of the Study
It is recognized that this investigation has certain limita-
tions. As pointed out in Chapter II, the questionnaire procedure carries
with it elements of unreliability, but it is the best possible procedure
for gathering data from a wide area. Evidences of not too great un-
reliability are foxmd in the statistics of the "Yes" and "No" responses
between boys and girls within one school system and the country at
large as indicated in Chapter IX.
Specifically from this Study
This study has attempted to ascertain, through sampling with
typical or key measures or opportunities to use measures, the nattire of
measures known or not known and the reasons for such knowledge or its
absence for children in all sections of the country. Detailed data have
been presented and analyzed in the preceding chapters. In summarizing
these data in the form of conclusions, chief reliance is placed upon the
tables and figures found in Chapters IV to IX. Answers to questions in
Chapter I will follow in the same order in which they are presented.
Careful study of the data seems to justify the follov;^ing conclusions;
1 . Children, even in the earlier grades, have a knov/ledge of
the measures and denominate numbers employed in purchasing the most
common commodities used by the family. For example; third grade children
show 81+.
6
percent correct answers on how eggs are sold, 82 . I|. percent for
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2. Experience is a vital factor in the knowledge possessed
by children in the purchasing of the most common commodities as shown
by Table VI. In Section I number ”2” (experience) carries the highest
percentage of correct responses for each item with the exception of
1-3, cotton lint. Among the rural children all six items show sta-
tistically significant percentage differences in favor of number "2”
(experience), while in the city four of the six items, 1-2, potatoes,
l~h, egps, 1-5, coal, and 1-7, wood, show significant percentage
differences in favor of number ”2" (experience). Items I-l, famland,
and 1-6, nails, show higher percentages for number ”2'* (experience)
than either number "1” (school) or number ”3” guess) although they
are not statistically significant differences.
Even though the "fair estimate" responses for all the items
of Section III carry higher percentages for number "3” (a guess), yet
for item III-3, width betv;een the rails of a railroad, experience is
the basis for the responses indicated by the three children who gave
the exact measurement of U feet 8^ inches. (Chapter IV) Item 11-8,
dozen eggs in a crate, of Section II for the rural shov/^s a higher
percentage of correct responses indicated by number "2" (experience).
Of those who gave the correct response, ^0
,
more than half of them
had an experience background in farming, poultry raising, grocery
business, etc. .
3 . School appears to be another basis for the possession
of knowledge of certain measures as shovm in items 1 to 5 and 9 and
10 of Section II since number "1" (school) carries the highest
2M<i«Mc«oq o^bnXvici'oC al ickJtj#! a ef •ofl«fJS«KpeS .S
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percentap;e of correct responses on these items. These are measures
commonly found in the textbooks and taught in the schools. Of these
seven items. Table IV (Chapter V) shows five of them to possess
differences in both city and rural v/hich are statistically significant
in favor of number "1” (school). These«are items II-l, inches in
a foot, II-2, seconds in a minute, II-U# cubic inches in a cubic
foot, II-9» rods in a mile, and II-IO, pecks in a bushel. Aside
from items II-l, and II-2 the percentage of correct responses are
small
.
i|. It appears that when real assurance of the correct
response is lacking a guess is made, for the remaining five items
of Section II carry higher percentages for niamber ”3" (a guess)
with but two exceptions. These are II-7» pennyweight in an ounce,
for the city in which number "1" (school) leads and II-8, dozen eggs
in a crate, for rural, in which number ”2” (experience) leads. Only
three of the five items show statistical significant differences in
favor of number "3'’« These are II-6, pounds in a bushel of v/heat,
and 11-12, good average yield of wheat per acre, for both city and
rural and item II-ll, good average yield of cotton per acre, for the
city. All the items of Section III, except III-5, width of full size
bed, for city show^ percentages in favor of number ”3" which are sta-
tistically significant.
Some measures are better knovm in one section of the
country than in others. For instance on item II-ll, good average
yield of cotton per acre, the states in v/hich cotton is grown carry
3'>
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higher percentage of correct responses than those in which it is
not grown. Item 11-12, good average yield of wheat per acre, shows
the same to be true for the states in which wheat is grown. In
spite of the fact that number "3” tends to lead on these items, it
is apparent that experience is a vital factor since the states in
which the commodity is grown show better returns than those in which
it is not grown. Doubtless "3” (a guess) was v.-ritten when the in-
dividual was not quite certain. Item 1-2, potatoes, also sho\vs a
variation in the measures used when making purchases. As pointed
out in Chapter IV the southern and western sections of the country
gave pound as the most common answer, while the eastern, middle west,
and a fevj- southern states gave peck or bushel as the most common answer.
6. kany of the measures used in tlais study are commonly
taught in the schools. Despite this fact the ability to apply these
measures in estimating distances and heights in Section III is not
pronounced vdth these children. For example, the foot measure used
in estimating the height of a ceiling. It is obvious that many had
no concept of its application when such answers as 75 » 1*30 and 180
feet were given. (Appendix B) . The percentages of "fair estimate"
responses are small for all the items of this section as shown in
Chapter V. This is especially true of items III-l, height of a dining-
room table, and III-5, width of a full size bed.
7 . The percentage of correct responses for city and rural,
as shown in Table IV, Chapter V, seems to indicate that a difference in
the knowledge of measures and denominate numbers betv/^een the two is
negligible. Only six of the twenty-four items of Sections I, II, and
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III show statistically significant percentage differences. These
are 1-3, cotton lint, I-U, eggs, 1-7, wood, II-2, seconds in a
minute, II-6, pounds in a bushel of wheat, and II-8, dozen eggs in
a crate. All of these are favorable to the rural except eggs,
and II-2, seconds in a minute. None of them, though statistically
significant, show wide percentage differences, the greatest being
5.9 percent i P.E. ,62 for II-2, seconds in a minute. The percentages
for items 1-3, cotton lint, II-6, pounds in a bushel of wheat, and
II-8, dozen eggs in a crate, are small, vfhile those for items 1-7,
wood, and II-2, seconds in a minute, are not,
8. There is a difference in a knowledge of the measures
known and the ability to estimate measures on the part of boys and
girls. Each item of Sections I, II, and III, except 1-3, cotton
lint, shows a percentage difference in favor of the boys as indicated
in Table XV. Not all are significant differences. Sixteen items, or
two-thirds of them, show differences that are negligible. Of the
eight items that show significant differences only two of them carry
high percentage differences. These are 1-6, nails, and III-3, width
between rails of a railroad. It is not surprising that the boys do
better on these, for the very nature of the items indicate that they
would come more into their experiences. Doubtless this accounts for
the great percentage difference of 17,0 A P.E. . 78 . Boys are more
often attracted to railroads and without doubt this contact accounts
for the vfide percentage difference of I3.8 i P.E, .65 on item III-3 ,
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9. Llaturity is a factor in the knowledge possessed by boys
and girls relative to measures and ability to estimate measures, ’/’/bile
there is indication of variance on a few of the items, yet in general
the trend is toward consecutively higher percentage of correct responses
from one grade level to the next. This is quite obvious from Table VIII
and Figures 10, 11, and 12 of Chapter VII. At the ninth and tenth grade
levels items 1-2, potatoes, and 1 -4 , eggs, show perfect responses, while
items I-l, farmland, at the tenth grade level and II-2, seconds in a
minute, at the ninth grade level show perfect responses. At the seventh
and eighth grade levels some items show almost perfect responses.
10. The practice of teaching the tables of measures as tables
still persists in the schools. Most of the states carrying higher per-
centage of ”No” responses are states which carry on a progressive educa-
tional program as indicated in Table XVII. Comparing the percentage of
"Yes'* and "No" responses for the boys in the city to those of the rural,
as shown in Chapter IX, the differences are negligible. The same is true
in case of city and rural girls. "Yes" also carries the highest percent-
age of responses in both city and rural with boys and girls combined
with a statistically significant percentage difference between "Yes" and
"No" of 11.2 i P.E. 1.1 for the city and 10.9 - P.E. 1.5 for the rural.
This is obvious from Figure 18.
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Implications from the Study
V/hat bearing does this study have on arithmetic reconstruction
in the field of denominate nvimbers and measures? The data reveals in-
formations which aid very materially in setting forth a basis for the
teaching of the same in the schools. It is the purpose of this section
to note these implications based upon the facts presented in the pre-
ceding chapters. They are;
1. That certain measures are used more coinmonly in one section
of the country than in others would indicate that teaching should tie up
closely with local practice. For instance: in the western states the
pound is used more commonly than either peck or bushel in the purchasing
of potatoes. This would seem to indicate that the teaching in the schools
should be in keeping with local practices. The same would hold true with
peck and bushel in the sections in which they are used more commonly.
2. Though the percentages of correct responses are small for
such commonly taught measures in school as 11-4
»
cubic inches in a cubic
foot, II-5» acres in a quarter section, II-6, pounds in a bushel of wheat,
II-7, pennyweight in an ounce, and II-9* rods in a mile, there seems to
be no justifiable reason for continued drill on them. They are encyclopedi
facts, for reference only. See. Table I, page 43 is apparent that
they are not functional or the retention of the same would be greater.
The percentages are small. A glance at Table VIII page (lOO) shows that
even at the junior-high school level the percentages for these items are
small. This would indicate that even at this level they are not functional
The implication is that any teaching of these measures will be incidental
in connection with worthwhile usage
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How significant are the differences that exist between
the knowledge possessed by boys and girls on the various items? Do they
warrant the use of separate text-books for boys and girls? The answer
is unquestionably ’’NO". Of the 24 items, only two show statistically
significant differences. These are I-l, nails, and III-3, width between
the rails of a railroad. As previously pointed out, experiences are
doubtless the basis for such differences. In keeping with this fact it
is definitely recommended that teaching at the different grade levels
tie up closely with local conditions.
4 » The study definitely indicates no significant differences
in rural and city districts. This implies that the content and teaching
of the most conmaon measures be essentially the sane in either rural or
city localities. The aim should be extension of usage as a basis of
understanding, not memorization of tables and facts.
5» Greater teaching emphasis could well be given to the ability
to estimate heights, distance, width, etc. since this is very frequently
needed and an ability in which these children sho’v great deficiency.
See Table IV, chapter V. It is recommended that what teaching is done
along this line be practical. Let children estimate and measure objects
about them rather than follow textbook procedures which may be entirely
foreign to their experiences and needs.
6. Apparently much of what is being taught in the schools is
not functional and could well be eliminated as drill. The program could
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In General, in Combination with Other Studies
The purpose of this section is to note the findings of this
investigation in their relation to studies of a similar nature. Peter's
study^ has indicated the possibility of such a procedure here since there
is a certain amount of carry over from one study to the other. The in-
tent in this section is to avoid statistics as such. Evidence has been
gone over carefully in previous chapters and conclusions dravm therefrom.
The aim here is to indicate implications with possible applications,
bringing together in non-statistical form that which the lay reader will
v/ant and understand.
This is a fifth study in the field of Measures and Denominate
Numbers conducted at Boston University for the purpose of ascertaining
what is essential or useful for arithmetic teaching in the grades.
Traniello^, Louth^, and Sala^ found by a study of business that most of
the work in measures and denominate numbers in the schools finds no place
in business. Dorothy Wilson^ found that experience is a chief factor in
detemiining v^hat children and adults know. This study extends the Dorothy
TiVilson study to a size sufficient to justify conclusions. Since there is
no essential conflict among the five studies, it seems that their evident
conclusions and implications are established beyond a reasonable doubt.
The conclusions that follow from the five combined studies are obviously
approximately as follov^s:
1. Experience is the factor that makes a difference. Children
1. Peters, op. cit.
2. Traniello, op. cit.
5. Louth, op. cit.
1^.. Sala, op. cit.
5 . Wilson, D., op. cit.
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and adults tend to respond better on items with which they have had
experience and to forget anything not used in experience. From the
standpoint of teaching this means that emphasis should be placed on
experience rather than textbook procedures. To illustrate: the meaning
of a mile is developed, if at all, through such experiences as the distance
a child travels between two places, perhaps in terms of a certain number
of city blocks or the distance his home is from the school, etc. The
writer’s own concept of a mile is traceable to a childhood experience.
The distance between her home and that of her grandparents vms exactly
one mile. This mile distance v/^as traveled nimerous times on foot, on
bicycle, and with horse and carriage until it became firmly fixed in
mind. The concept of that mile still lingers and is always the basis
for estimating any distance. Teachers would do well to capitalize
similar experiences of children, m.aking them the basis for the establish-
ment of greater measurement ability.
2. Despite the tendency of the schools to teach tables cf
measures as tables, the carry over or application of such to distances
and heights is quite definitely lacking as shovm in the Dorothy Vdlson
study and the present investigation. Traniello, Louth, and Sala showed
that a table of measure is seldom or never used in its entirety in
business. In fact any coimnodity is bought or sold in one unit, unless
the description is a double description such as length and size of a
pipe, one yard of ^ inch ribbon, etc. The teaching of tables of measures
as such is not necessary or worthwhile. Doubtless a better procedure
would be to teach each unit in its natural setting or in relation to
some situation or experience.
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3 . The sane commodity may be sold in different units in one
section of the country as compared to another# For instance potatoes
are more commonly sold and purchased on the pound basis in the west as
compared to peck and bushel in the East or Middle West, Ap;ain the same
commodity may be bought or sold in different units in the same locality.
Potatoes may be sold by the bushel, peck, or even barrel or eggs may be
sold by the dozen or pound. The implication here is that teaching in
the schools should tie up closely -with the life of the child in the
coinm\anity. It should rely on the comraon practices rather than formal
teaching from the textbook,
4. Juost of the teaching of weights and measures has been in-
effective. The percentages of successful answers are exceedingly lovf.
Clear concepts are lacking. If the work in the schools had been omitted
the results apparently could have been little different. Such work as the
committinr of the tables of measures, reductions ascending and descending
and compouna denominate numbers have little, if any, place in business
and may very profitably be eliminated from the school program.
5. If the school is to train the future citizens of tomorrow
then curriculum builders must give heed to that which contributes to the
highest development of the boy or girl. The findings of research carjiot
be overlooked. The school would do vrell to place greater teaching emphasis
on such commonly used measures as inch, po^ind, and foot and the application
of these to life, the lack of which is all too obvious. This conclusion
is reinforced by the studies of Traniello, Sala, Louth and Dorothy Wilson,
as well as the present study.
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Further Studies Sug;p;ested
The study under investigation has suggested the possibility
of further studies that could be carried forv^ard and the use that could
be made of the data revealed in this study. These are as indicated;
1, A similar study to the present one could be made by
checking vdth adults only over a wide area. Neither the present study
nor the Tiilson study^ has done this, the former being confined to grade
children v:hile the latter involved the study of children in Nev/ England
and small groups of adults in limited areas.
2. Curriculum builders could profitably study the data re-
vealed in this study as a basis for building a course of study in
arithmetic
.
5» A comparative study could be made for the purpose of
testing the value of direct versus indirect teaching of the estimation
of heights, distances, etc. A test could be given prior to, immediately
following and some months after the teaching of such material to ascertain
the value, retention, and carry over of each type of teaching procedure.
U* There is also the possibility of a study being made for
the purpose of testing the value of teaching the tables of measures and
denominate numbers from a drill standpoint as compared to the informal
teaching of the same. The experimental group could be taught by means
of problem vuiits in which the material is drawn from the experiences of
life with no attem.pt to memorize the tables of measures as such. The
control group could be taught on a drill basis in which memory work is
foremost. An objective test could be given at the close of the period
of teaching to ascertain the merits of each type of teaching.
1. Wilson, Dorothy, Op. cit.
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List of Cities and Towns
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77 Hope h Bonnerdale 18
Little Rock 6 Gentrj'- 22
Texarkana 8 Hiwasse 10
Horatio 9
172 Banning U Angwin 3h
Bravrley 12 Armona 26
Burlingane 19 Arroyo Grande 23
Chico 15 Camino-PlpLcerville 21
Corona 13 Cedar Springs 13
Dinuba 16 Chovrchi 1 la 29
El Centro 16 El Cajon 12
Fresno 30 Escondido 15
Fullerton 18 Gridley h
Hayv/ard 13 Hem.et 10
Hollister 6 La Sierra 62
Los Gatos 7 Loma Linda 16/+
I.'Iodesto 33 Orland 7
Mountain View 82 Rolinda 11
Napa 16 Shafter 53
National City 36 St. Helena 39


























Colorado 550 Boulder 111; Arvada 9
Colorado Springs 12 Cedaredge 13
Denver 89 Fort Lupton 10
Fort Collins 6 Fruita 7
Grand Junction 22 Golden u
Greeley 10 Hygiene 10
La Jvinta 11 Jaroso 12
Loveland 2h Palisade 15
Honta Vista 8 Rulison 17
Llontrose 11
Pueblo 16




Colvmbia 152 Takona Park 132







West Palm Beach 12
Georgia 1+9 Atlanta 26 Ellijay h
Columbus 9
llacon 10




Illinois 200 Aurora 6 Aledo 2
Chicago 60 Broadview 53
Duquoin 6 Humbolt Park 14




















loAm 87 Anav/a 5 Ludington 5
Council Bluff 8 North Marion 11
Davenport 6 Ruthven 7





Kansas kh Kansas City 5 Enterprise 15
Topeka 1+
Wichita 22
Kentucky 30 Ccrington 20 Berea 5
Louisville 7
Louisiana 1+8 Baton Rouge 6
New Orleans 21
Shreveport 21
l-.Iaine 25 Norredgevrock 6 Woodstock 7
Portland 10
llaryland 12 Cvmberland 12








Michigan 587 Battle Creek 117 Bedford 11
Benton Harbor il+ Berrien Springs 21+
Charlotte 15 Carlton Center 7


































































































Ke\Y York Cent 'd. Rochester 16
Rone 6
S;;>Tacuse 10







North Dakota 11 Beach 5
Sheyenne 6




Oklaiiom 150 Ardnore 5 Addington 9
Lavrbon 5 Enid 10





Orej^^on 377 Ashland h Columbia City 15
Bend 7 Gaston 1+3
Eugene 19 Gladstone 16
Grant Pass 36 Hopevfell 9
Hood River 11 Milton 22
Kalnath Falls 11 Redmond 10
La Grande 15 Royal 6






Pennsylvania I89 Allentovm 19 Stairville 8















Phode Island 18 Providence 18
Sourbh Carolina Greenville h
South Dakota 31 Aberdeen Redfleld
Sioinc Falls 11
Tennessee 150 Knoxville 11 Collegedale
Lavo'encebvirg 12 Deer Lodge
Menphi s 32 Fountain Head
Nashville 31 Leach
Texas 251 Amarillo 7 Beulah
Corpus Christ! 18 Douglass
Dallas 21 Elgin
El Paso h Jefferson





Virginia 121 Bristol 10 Arlington
Ke-vTport Kev^s 7 Kilmariaock
Norfolk h Konnarock
Riclimond 16 New llarket
Roanoke 7 Stanley
Washington 280 Longvie^v 9 Arlington
Seattle 50 College Place





iTest Virginia 33 Huntington 10
Parkersburg 13
Princeton 10
Wisconsin 177 Beloit Bethel
Clintonville 2 Clearvmter La]
Eau Claire 7 Frederic














T/i sconsin Milwaukee 8 Lemon Valley 8
cont'd. Madison 9 Hilton Jxmction 6
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Right and V/rong Answers with





























I - 1 Farmleind
Riglit ; acre, arpent, fam, piece, section.
V/’rong ; acre-lots, area, bushel, bushel or ground, contract,
dollars, crop, dozen, feirmer, feet, foot, land, lot, nile, mite, money,
ounce, pan, paper, peck, plot, potatoes, pound, quart, real estate,
share, sold, square, acre, square feet, square mile, ton, weight, work,
yard.
Host common ansvrer: acre.
1-2 Potatoes
Right ; bag, bushel, hundredvreight, half-bushel, hamper, peck,
pound, sack
.
Vjronr ; acre, bale, basket, barrel, box, bushel-barrel, bundles,
cent, crop, chake, dozen, gallon, gallon-peck-poimd, load, lug,
measure, package, pick, pint, quart, sack-ton-pound, shats, side,
tier, ton, 100.
Host common answer; pound.
Note
;
'iThere item.s in this study are the same as those in the Valson





Wrong ; acre, bag, bale, bale-pound, ball, basket, bat, belt,
block, bottle, bt, bolt, bock, box, bunch, buHc, bundle, bushel, bund,
carton, cargo, cord, cotton batton, cloth, crate, dozen, flax, feet,
feet-yard, fiber, gallon, gin, heap, hundredweight, hundred, inch, keg,
land, load, measure, ounce, ounce-pound, paper, package, peck, per
bolt, peg, piece, poor cotton, pound-bale, poimd-ton-bale
,
pound-
ounce, price, quantity, quart, roll, ro^v, sack, scale, skein, sheet,
spool, string, square yard, sums, texsu, thick roll, ton, v/agon, vrork,
yard, yard-feet, ^00 pound, 100 pound, 10 pound, 1 and pound.









Ri^htr case, crate, dozen, pound
Virong; ; acre, box, bushel, carton, dozen-gross, nur.iber, oxmce,
peck, peck-dozen, sack, scale, ton, 36
, 30 ^ 12.
Host common ans^’rer; dozen
1-3 Coal
Right ; ton, pound
"Trong ; acre, bag, bare, barrel, basket, box, bushel, bin,
bvinches, car, cart, cargo, carload, cicks, cord, coal, crate,
cubic foot, dozen, dollars, fox, gunny sack, inch, large quantities,
load, lug, pear, pen, pail-pound, pint, sack, sack-ton-pound, sack-
ton, scales, shats, shovel, strand, ton-sack, truck, truckload,
unit, Treight, yard, $1.
Most common answer; ton
1-6 Hails
Right ; pound, keg
Yifrong ; any amoimt, bag, barrel, box, bond, bucket, bulk,
bushel, bushel-pound, cage, cans, cast, carton, cent, cine, cord,
dozen, gross, hand, handed, hundredvreight, inch, keg-bushel, length,
letter, maiLnan, money worth, nails, ntinber, ounce, pack, package,
pad, pail, pakes, page, paper sack, peck, peck-bushel, peg, penny,
penny^TCight, piece, pint, poke, pound-barrel, pound-box, pound-
crate, pound-ounce, pound-sack, pound-weight-keg, pound 25/, quart,




, 5 10* 25 cents.











Ri^ht ! bushel, cord, load, rack, rick, strand, tier, truck-load,
vra.gon-load, poimd
Wrong ; acre, arrnful, any price, amomt, basket, bale, bear,
block, board, board feet, board foot, box, box- car, bulk, bundle,
bushel-pound, cart, carload, cord-ton, cord-truck, crate, cubic, cubic
feet, dollars, dozen, feet, foot, foot-yard, foot-cord-sack, freight,
gross, hundredv/eight, inch, indies-feet, jag, keg, kind, land, length,
links, logs, lumber, ounce, pack, peck, piece, pile, pint, planks,
pole, posts, pound, quality, quart, rank, rod, sack, size, slab,
square feet, stick, strip, ton, ton- cord, ton- load, ton-tier, truck,
trees, tub, tub full, vra.gon, vdieel-barroTr, yard, yard-rod, 2 x 14.,
$$$§, $100, 1000, 1 qmrter.
Most common ansTrer; cord
Section II
II - 1 Inches in a foot
Riglit ; 12
Tfrong; 1, 2, 5, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, H;, l6, 1?, 20, 23 , 2k,
25, 2Fno, 32, 36, 38, 50, 6o, 6i, ikk.-
Most common answer ; 12
II - 2 Seconds in a minute
Right ; 60
Wrong; i, 1, 2, 3 , U, 5 , 6, ?, 8, 9 . 10, 11 , 12, 13, I5, I6, 20,
23, 2rrr^, 30, 3k , 56, 1+0, 50, 56, 61, 62, 100, 120, 121+, 125, 150,
160, 165, 200, 260, 520.
Most common tmsv/er: 60
II - 3 Cups of milk in a pint
Right r 2
Virong; 4 , 1 , 1-1-, 1 3/k , 2-J-, 3 , 3^, h , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9, 10 , 11 , 12 ,
1I4, iFH^, 20, 21, 27, 29, 30, I43, 50, 114+, 1728, 171+8, 6728.






II - i|. Cubic inches in a cubic foot
Ri-ht ; 1726
^Vron£: 1, 2, 3, ife', 5, 6, 6|-, ?, 7 3/l0, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, l5jrT3, m, 15, 16, l6i-, 17, 17-19, 17-22, 18, 18i-, 18-22, 19, 20,
21, 22, 22i,-, 21)., 25, 26, 27, 27^^ 28, 30, 32, 32J-, 33, 3U, 36, 38, 1+0,
1+1, h2, I4J+, 1+6, 1+8, 50, 56, 58, 60, 72, 7I+, 75, 80, 81, 83, 81+, 90, 96,
99, 100, 102, IOI+, 106, 108, 120, 12l+, 127, 128, I30, I37J-, llj.0, 11+2,
lljll, 11+1+ X 12, 11+.8, 152, 160, 161, 162, 165, 166, 167, 168, 170, 171,
172, 175, 176, 180, 190, 192, 199, 225, 231, 237, 2U0, 2i+l+, 21+9, 250,
25I+, 255, 261+, 288, 314, 316, 322, 321+, 325, 327, 31+0, 360, 36I+, 37I+,
375, 1+28, 1+32, i+96, 576, 588 , 620 , 61+0 , 720, S61+, 988, 1027, IO92,
1127, 1128, 1152, 1200, 1207, 1220, 1228, 121+0, 121+5, 1256, I267,
1268, 1270, 1280, 1285, 1296, 1297, 1521, 1328, 11+28, II+60, 1I+8O,
1528, 158O, 1582, I60I+, 1628, I6I+O, 1680, 1686, 1688, 1^0, 1700,
1720, 1723, 1721+ , 1725, 1726, 1729, 173I+, 1738, 1750, 1760, 1778,
I78O, 1782, 1781+ , 1786, 1789, 1792, 1798, 1829, 1862, I87O, I927,
2038, 2320, 2328, 21+80, 2628, 2728, 2736, 2768, 278O, 2872, 2928,
3II8, 3160, 3200, 3280, 3500, 3^5, 1+000, 5181+, 5280, 5728, 5825,
7260, 7I+72, 7720, 8608, 16021+ , 20736.
Most copjnon ans^rer : 1728
II - 5 Acres in ^ Section
Rirht ; 160
;+fronc: lA,
-J, ]/25. 3/4, 2/3, i, 1, >|-, 2, 2^, 2|, 3, 3-i, 4, Ife',
5, 5'ir^6i, 6|, 7, 8, 9, 9 3/5, 10, 10J-, 12, 12J-, 13, 1I+, 15, 16,
162-, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 25^, 26, 28, 27, 28, 29, 30, 30^-,
32, 33, 34, 35, 56, 40, 40-80-20, 41, 1+2, 45, 48, 48 i/3, 48 2/3,
50, 52, 56, 60, 61+, 65, 70, 73, 75, 76, 60, 87, 89, 90, 96, 100, 103,
105, no, 115, 116, 120, 121, 122, 124, 125, 128, 130, 136, il+o, 114,
150, 152, 153, 155, 160, 164, 168, 170, 175, 180, 185, 199, 200, 203,
205, 210, 213, 215, 216, 220, 240, 250, 260, 264, 280, 3OO, 305, 308,
310, 320, 320J, 336, 340, 360, 365, 400, 437, 140, 450, 500, 550, 565,
560, 600, 610, 620, 6^, 625, 64o, 61|2 , 61+1+, 680 , 880, 900, 1000, 1020,
1200, 1210, 1320, 1526, 2141, 5280, 100000, 200000, 1200 yd, , ton, square
nile, $17.28.
Most coranon ansiver; I60

170
II - 6 Pounds in bushel of vriieat
Rirht t 60
yfronc: i, 1, li , 2, 2-3, 3, hk , 14.-6, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
10-11, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 16|-, l6i, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
21;, 25, 25-50, 26, 27, 28, 30, 3oJ-, 31. 32, 33. 3U , 35, 36, 37i. 38,
UO, 142, 1;3, I4I;, 1;5. 1^8, 1;9, 50, 52, 53. 3k , 55. 56, 57. 58, 59.
62
,
62 1/5, 63, 61+, 65, 66, 68, 70. 72. 73. 75. 76, 77. 78. 80, 80-
100, 81;, 86, 87, 87i-, 88, 90, 95, 96, 98, 100, IOO-I5O, I07, 108,
110, 112, 120, 125, 128, 130, 132, ll+O, 114!;, ll;5, ll;8, I50, I60, I78,
180, 196, 200 , 2l;0, 250, 256, 260, 280, 3OO, 320, 35O, 375. 1;00, 1;12,
1;53, 500, 520, 560, 600, 660, 700, 1000, 2000, 3625, 5800, 50000000,
50 bale, 100 bushel, 1 peck, 1; pecks, peck-bushel
Host comrnon ansv/er; 60
II - 7 Penn^^nreight in an ounce
Ri;;ht ; 20
Vfronc! 1/10 , 1/8 , 1/h, 1/3, 1/5. 1/2, 1, I'L 1-2, 2, 5, 52', U,
5, n, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, 13, lit, 15, 16, 16|-, 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 2;, 25, 26 , 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 36, 38, kO , Ul, Ijit, U6 , hS ,
50, 60, 64, 65, 80, 100, 120, 144. 200, 220, 23O, 320, 328, 36O, 388,
425, 500, 720, 800, 900, 1600, 1728, 1770, 6000,
-|7f, foo, 150 pennies.
Host coinnon ans'.rer: I6
II - 8 Dozen Eggs in a crate
Right ; 30
’.Vrong; i-, 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 6^, 7. 8, 0, 10, 11, 12, 12 or 24,
12 or 24 or 30, I5, L4, 15, 15 or 30, I6, l6i-, I7, 18, I9, 20, 21,
22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30 or 12, 32, 33 . 34, 35 , 36 , 38 , 39 . 40 , 42,
43, 44. 45. 46, 48, 50, 51. 52, 54, 55. 56, 60, 62, 6k , 68, 70, 72,
75, 80, a4, 90, 92, 96, 100, 108, no, 112, 120, 121, 122, 124, 125,
128, 130, 136, iL4, l48, 150, 160, 170, 192, 200, 214, 216, 225, 228,
238, 240, 250, 275, 280. 288, 500, 320, 324. 350, 360, 363, 365, 566,
368, 570, 420, 432, 480, 600, 632, 760, 854, 1040, 1728, 600000, 2
pounds, 5 dozen, 1 gross, 6 feet, 18 eggs.
Host comnon ansv/er; 12
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II - 9 Rods in a nile
Right ; 320
Wrong: 1, 2, 2^-, 3, k , 3 , 6-J-, 7, 8^ 9, 9^1-, 10, 10-J-,
11, nfrT2, 125, 13, 14, L'ri, 15, I5ia, 16, l6i, l6-«, 16 2/3, 17^-,
18, 18-.-, 20, 21, 22, 23, 2U, 25, 29g 26, 27, 27^-, 28, 29, 30, 3a-, 30^-,
31, 31c, 32, 32L 33. 33 1/3, 3U, 3Ur, 35, 3^, 36-i-. 36-^ 37, 3?l, 38,
Uo, 242. 1;3, U5, i+6, U8, 50, 52, 52y-, 5i^^ 3ks » 56, 57, 58, 60, 60:^, 6(>J,
62, 62o-, 6ij., 6U 2/3, 6U 3/4, 65, 66, 66;^-, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72 , 75 , 76,
80, 88, 90, 91, 94, 98, 100, 102, 102^-, 104, IO5, IO5 3/5, IO6, I07,
109, 110, 112, 115, 117, 120, 122, 123, 124, 127, 128, I30, I32, I33,
134, 135, 136, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 150. 154, 156, 157, 158, 160,
161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 168, 170, 172, 180, I83, I89, 192, 200,199,
200-300, 203, 210, 2l6„ 220 , 222, 224, 225 , 228, 230, 236, 240 , 2l[2,
2148, 250, 254, 260, 262, 263, 26L'., 268, 27O, 272, 275, 260, 285, 288,
296, 300. 301, 302, 306, 310, 315, 316, 319 2/3, 321^, 325', 326, 327,
330, 334, 331, 332, 336, 337, 339 , 3^l0, 34i, 350, 352, 356, 360, 362,
362J, 364, 365, 366, 367, 3^, 370, 374, 380, 381, 384, 385, 386, 394,
4oo, 405, 406, 420, 430, 450, 460, 462, 466, 480, 490, 500, 504, 506,
510, 520, 522, 523, 525, 527, 528, 529, 556, 538, 540, 542, 545, 548,
550, 552, 556, 560, 564, 58O, 582, 600, 618, 620, 624, 630, 632, 64o,
6L|2, 650, 660, 665, 680, 685, 720, 723, 728, 76O, 820, 850, 865, 920,
940, 950, 995, 1000, 1028, 1050, 1152, 1200, 1232, 1244, 1250, 1258,
1260, 1280, 1287, 1326, 1328, 1336, 1340, 1460, 1467, i486, 1502, 1528,
1560, 1570, 158O, 1607, 1620, 1640, 168O, 1720, 1736, 1740, 1750, 1760,
1766, 1780, 1820, I85O, 2000, 2060, 2180, 2280, 2325, 2^|.0, 235O, 2378,
238O, 24.80, 2500, 2520, 258O, 2582 , 2640 , 2680 , 2728, 2750, 2760, 2784,
2820, 2970, 3000, 3020, 3056, 3170, 3I8O, 3258, 3270, 3280, 3300, 3468,
3500, 3528, 3540, 3580, 3620, 3739, 4000, 4003, 4020, 4260, 4560, 5000,
5020, 5028, 5038, 5082, 5084, 5200, 5208, 5210, 5230, 5238, 5248, 5260,
5280, 5282, 5284, 5285, 5380, 5490, 5580, 5681, 5690-1, 5780, 5782, 5805,
5820, 5827, 5852, 5850, 5937, 6072, 6280, 6570, 672!^, 7160, 7280, 8250,
8261, 8750, 9999, 10045, 10578, IO58O, I8603, 57600, 87120, 100000.
I'ost comnon ansv/er: 320
II - 10 Pecks in a bushel
Right ; 4
Wrong; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 64, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, I3, l4, 15, I6,
16-4, rm6, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 32, 33, 34, 36. 4o, 42, 45 ,
50, 60, 62, 64, 65, 75, 60, 89, 90, 99, 100, 1q4, 112, 116, 120, i4i,
150, 200, 230, 300, 420, 500, 1000, 2000, 3650,
Most connon answer; 4
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II - 11 Averare yield of cotton per acre




1, l-L 2, 5, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 2h , 25, 50, 52, 3I^,
55, liO, U3 , U8, 50, 60, 65, 66, 70, 75, 80, 86, 87, 90, 100, 100-200,
120, 560, 600, 700, 780, 800, 900, 1000, 1000-5000, 1026, 1150, 1200,
1250, 1280, llloo, 2000, 5000, lj.000, 5OOO, 10000, I5OOO, I60OO, 5U060,
60000, 10000000.
Bales
bale, 1/8, 1-2, 1?,, 1^^2, 2, 2-|, 5, jJ-, 5-11, 5-5, U, h-3 , ^-6, 5, 6,
7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 15, 18, 20, 2[^, 25, 50, 55, 56, 1+0, 50, 60, 65, 75,
80, 100, 111, 120, ll;0, 150, 200, 250, 265, 500, 1+00, 5OO, 6OO, 66O,
900, 1000, 2000, 5000.
Bushels
bushel, 1, 1-1+, Iti, 2, 5, 1+, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, lt+, I5, I6, 18,
16.1+, 19, 20, 21, 25, 25, 27, 28, 50, 55, 35-1+0, 56, 1+0, 1+2, l+i+, I+5,
1+8, 50, 56, 60, 62, 65, 70, 75, 80, 82, 8l+, 90, 100, 120, I50, I60,
170, 200, 290, 500, 550, 1+00, 500, 550, 600, 650, 800, 1000, 1700,
1729, 2000, 51+80, 5000.
Tons
ton, 1/5, 1/2, 1, 1-2, 1.2, 2, 2^ 7 , 5, 1+, 1+ or 5, 5, 5-6, 6, 7, li',
10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 25, 50, 1+0, 50, 100, ll+O, 160, 200, 5OO, 1+00, 50O,
10000.
lliscellaneous
l/7» 2, 2J-, 5, 1+, 5, 1+-6, 5, 6, 6-^-, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15,
1I+, 15, 16, 19, 20, 20-25,21, 25, 21+, 25, 27, 28, 50, 31, 32, 33, 3l+,
55, 56. 1+0, 1+2, 1+5, 1+1+, 1+5, 1+8, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 62 , 61+, 66,
67, 70, 72, 75, 80, 85, 89, 95, 96, 98, 100, 102, 1Q1+, no, 120, 152,
155, Ll+O, 150, 200, 255, 21+0, 260, 500, 520, 550, 560, 1+00, 1+50, 1+72,
500, 600, 61+0, 7I+0, 800, 855, 900, 956, 1000, 1200, 1252, lL+00, I5OO,
1900, 2000, 2500, 5000, 5265, 1+200, i+81+0, 10000, I+6OOO, 5OOOO, foot, 5
feet, 1+ feet, 12 feet, 18 feet, 50 feet, I50 feet, 5 sacks, 10 sack-
1000 pomd, 20 sacks, 25 sacks, I50 sacks, 5OO sacks, acre, 1 acre.
* Everything ivithin those Units v/as considered correct vdiether ex-
pressed in tenr.s of pounds or bales.
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2 acres, 5 acres, 8 acres, 10 acres, 12 acres, 60 acres, 521+ acres,
1 mile, 50 miles, 10 peck, 2 peck, 50 peck, 10 yards, 50 yards, 50
yards, 5^|. yards, 50 gallon, 6OOO bats, 1 ounce, 5^» 4o^, 1 carload,
8 hundrediveight, l4 packages, 50 "bags, 10?^ » 50?^ 1 755^ » 90/o>
100>'o, foo, vnagon-full, good, pail, $1, $1.50, $1.95. $2, $2.10, $3,
$5, Jio, 020, $25, Jl42, $50, J51.95. J60, Sloo, 0125, 0150, $200, JUOO.
Host common ansvrer: 1 bale
11-12 Average yield of wheat per acre




bushel, 1, 1-1, 2, 5, It, 5, 6, 6-7, 7, 6 , 9, 6l, 62, (h , 65, 66 , 68,
70, 72, 75, 80, eo-90, 80-100, 83, 85, 90, 95, 96, 98, 100, 100-200,
112, 120, 125, iLli., 150, 160, 165, 200, 300, 350, 360, 1.00, i.;.50, 500,
600, 720, 750, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1920, 2000,
3460.
Pounds
pounds, 1, 2, 3, II, 5, 6, 7. 8, 10, 12, I3, I6, 20, 25, 30, 32, 36,
ho
, 48, 50, 60, 70, 75, 60-90, 85, 100, 110, 128, 150, 180, 200, 210,
265, 300, 350, 400, 432, 500, 506, 600, 64.0, 700, 1000, 1125, 1200,
1500, 2000, 2200, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 5280, 20000.
Tons
ton, 4, 1, ij, 2, 2i, 3, 4, hk , 5, 6, 8 or 10, 10, 11, 12, I5, 20, 23,
25, 30, 40, 4.5, 48 , 75. 90, 100, 102, 140, 150, 250, 500.
Sacks
2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 23-32, 30, 40, 50, 55, 60, 68, 70, 100, 120,
150, 200, 1000, 4000.
I.Iiscellaneous
1/12, i, 3/4. 1, 2, &I-, 3, 4, 3-4, 5, 6, 7, 7s. 8, 8-10, 9, 9-i. 10, li,
12, 12-15, 15, 13-i, 14. 15. 16. I6i, 17, 18, 20, 20-25, 21, 24. 25, 26,
27, 30, 30-40, 32, 35. 35-40, 36, 37, 38. 39. 40, 40-60, 43 , 44 , 45 , 46,
48, 49. 50, 54, 55. 56, 60, 64, 65. 74 . 75 , 60 , 82 . 85 , 86, 67, 90, 93,
98, 99. 100, 104, 105, 109, 110, 115, 120. 121, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145,
148, 150, 160, 180, 190, 193, 195, 200, 236, 2la, 250, 300, 320, 350,
360, 4-00, 480, 500, 58O, 675, 700, 600 , 844, 1000, 1600, 1728, 2000,
2498, 2800, 3000, 3050, 3265, 4000, 4840, 5000, 6000, 6500, 12000, I5000,
50000, 1 peck, 4 peck, 6 peck, 12 peck, 70 peck, 50 yard, 60 yard.

17U
60 gallon, 1 barrel, 10 bags, 1^. feet, 10 feet, 12 feet, I50 feet, foot,
nvao.ber, lid, 1 quart, good, truckload, 12^, kCF/o, ^Ofo, 73%
t
80^, 90%,
100)^, bale, 1 bale, J4 bales, 5 bales, 2i; bales, ^0 bales, i+O bales,
60 bales, 160 bales, 200 bales, J>00 bales, half acre, acre, 1 acre,
2 acres, ij. acres, 5 acres, 6 acres, 10 acres, 12 acres, 60 acres, 100
acres, acres, 1 mile, 25 mle, $1, ^2.55» ^3 * $10,
$15, $16, $25, Ui2, $50, $60, $60.80, $75, $100, $200, $215.50, $280.
Host cormon ans\7er: 60 bushel.
Section III
III - 1 Height of dining-room table






, 5, k, 5 , 6 , 8 , 9, 10 , 11, 12, 1|, 15^ 16, l6jr, 17, 20, 21, 22,
25, 2h, 25, 26, 27, 50-56, 55 , 56, 56i, 56s, 57 , J’S-i^O, 59 , i-i-O, hl»






2 or 5 , ^^3* 2 feet 11 inches, 2 feet
^
inches, 2 feet
20 inches, 2 x 5 , 5 , 5 feet 2 inches, 5jj', 3“k, 3 feet 8^- inches, 5 feet
9 inches, 3^6, 5^6x6, 5"^, ^^’‘k, 3 feet 6 inches, I4., k or 1^,
k feet 7 inches, L. feet 11 inches, 5, 5-8, 5 feet 5 inches, 6, 6-7,
7, 7'i-, 8, 9, 9 or 10, 9 X 12, 9 feet k inches, 10, 12, 12|-, 12-6, I3,
20
,
2k, 30, kO, 50, 55, 6k, 100, 200 , i+00.
Yards






2j-, 2i X 6 X 4 , 2 3/k, 5 , 3h 5i, 5i- X 1^, 5 X 6, i;, k-2 , kh
k or 5 , 5 , 3k, 3 3/k, 5 X 6, 6, 6 X 4 , 6 X 5 , 7 , 9 , 10, 11, 12 ,
12 X k, 15, 1^^ X 15, 15, 16, 17, 18 , 20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 30, 52, 53, 5I,
55 , 56, 58 , 59 , 40, 40-50, I42, 45 , 48 , 50, 56, 95 , 108, 125, 211, 520,
pound, 40 poxmds, 50 pounds, 94 pounds, 100 pounds, 2000 pounds, 60
bales, ^ ton,100R, yes, tall, 27 square feet, cubit, measure, all
lengths, varies.
*Everj’’thlng vritlain these limits \ms considered correct vdiether ex-
pressed in terns of feet, inches or yards or a combination of any of them.
Host common answer: 5 feet
tt t
t t t t






III - 2 Height of livin^-roon ceiling










6-2-, 6 feet 9 inches, 6
feet, 9'^- inches, 6 feet 11 inches, 10^, 10- 11 , 10 feet 3 inches, 10




111"* H feet 3 inches, 11 feet i;
inches, 11 feet inches, 11 feet 8 inches, 12
,
12
-^, 12 feet 5 inches,
12 feet 17 inches, I3 , I4 , I5 , I6 , I7 , I7-I8 , 18, 18-20, I9 , 20 , 21 ,
21 feet 11 inches, 22
, 23 , 2^, 25 , 25-30 , 26 , 28, 29 , 30 , 3I, 36 , 37 ,
ho, hi, hh, 50 , 5h, 75, 81, 95, lOO, 108, I80 .
Inches
2, 3, 6i, 8|, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 21, sh, 50, 52, 35, 36, i+0, U5, 50,






, 3J, h, h~3 , 5 , 5-^, 6 , 7 , 8, 8 yards h inches, 9,
10, ia2-, 2h, 20, 30.
Iliscellaneous
2/3, 1, 1-t, 2, 2t, 3 , 3 or 2, U, 5, 5-I, 6, 6^-, 6|-, 7, 7i, 71-8,
8, 3^, 8-9, 8-10, 9, 9i-> 9-10, 9-12, 9 X 10, 9 X 12, 10, loj, 10 or
11, 10-12, 10 X 15, 11, 11-13, 12, 12-8, 12-14, 12 X 12, 12 x I5,
12 X 25, 12 X 34, 13, 15 X 12, 14, 15, 16, 18 , 20, 20 x 10, 22, 30,
30 X 27, 34 , 35 , 56, 37 , 38 , 4o, 4i, 42 , 44 , 45 , 47 , 48 , 49 , 5 i, 52 ,
60, 70, 72, 78, 81, 83, 84, 95 x 75, 100, 102, 108, IO9, I67, 215, 250,
1000, 2000, -g- rod, 5^- v/^eight, 3 x D, cubic feet, tall, no, length,
all lengths, varies, 100 pounds, I50 pounds.
Host coiTjion ans’.rer: 8 feet.
Ill - 3 Distance between rails of railroad




-g, 3/4 , 3/4“1, 1, I'i, ih, 1 foot 6 inches, 1 foot 7*^' inches, 1
foot 10 inches, 1 foot 11 inches, 1-2, 2, 2 l/3, 2g, 2g or 3, 2-3, 2^,
2 feet 6 inches, 2 feet 10 inches, 2g'"3, 3, 3^', 3 ^5, 3 feet 4
inches, 3 feet 6 inches, 3 feet 9 inches, 3”^, 32'"4 , 3 x 2, 4 x 5,
5a, 5 feet 2 inches, 5 feet 4 inches, 5 feet 5 inches, 5 feet 10
inches, 6, 6g, 6-7, 7, Ts', 7 feet 3 inches, 8, 8 feet 10 inches.
3
176
10, 11, 12, 127-, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 2^, 25, 30, 33, 35, ho, 50, 60,
72, 75, 80, 90, 96, 100, 120, 150, 160, 165, 200, 400.
Inches
inches, I/8, §, 1, 1^, ij, 1 ^/h, 2, 2p^-, 2x3, 3, 3i', 3 x U, J4.,
5, 6. 8, 8 or 10, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, li*, 15. l6, 17. 18. 20. 21. 2U.
26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 3U, 36, 37 . 39. 1*0. 1*1. 1*2, 1*3, 1*1*. 1*5, 1*6. a*,
68
, 72 , 75 , 78, 100, 1*13, 1*60.
Yards
yard,
-J-, 1, ij, 2, 2i-, 3, 3£-, 5, 6. 8, 10, 20. 21*, 56, 100, 120.
Miscellaneous
1, It, 2, 2t-, 2t- or 3, 2 3/1*, 3, 3t, 3-1*. 1*, 1+t, l*-6, 5, 5t-, 6, 61,
7, 8, 8 X 9, 9, 9-i-, 9-17, 10, 11, 12, 12g, 13, 11*, 15, 16, 18 , 20 , 25t,
21*, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 35, 36, 1+0, 1*3, 1*1*. 1*5, 1*8, 52, 5lti, 60, 7I.
72, 74* 93* 100, 102, 401* 1005* 2000, yes, 1 block, 4 blocks, 1 rod,
1-^ rods, 10 rods, ^ mile, 1 mile, 1^ miles, 3 miles, 5 miles, 20 miles,
30 miles, 66 miles, 1 minute, 1 rail.
Most common answer: 3 i’ee't
III - 4 Glove size of average man
Fair estimate: size 6-10 inclusive.
Vh’ong :
Sizes
h 1. 2, 2i, 2 or 3* 3* 3i-* 3 3/4* 4. 4 i/3* [ft, 4-7, 5* 5-J-, 5 3/4*
5-10, 6 X 5, 6 X 6, 6 X 9, 8 X 4* lO-r-* 11* 114, 12, 12^ , 12-l4* 13* l4,
15, 16, 164* 17* 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 32-30, 30 X
20, 35* 36, 38* 40* 45* 48* 50* 59* 62, 65, 70, 95* II6* 165* 170*
175, 810, 12345* 100000.
Feet
1/3, 4* 1* 1 foot 6 inches^ 2, 2 feet 4 inches, 2 feet 5 inches,
3* 35-, 4, 4i. 4 feet 7 inches, 5, 5ii , 5 or 10, 5-6, 5 feet 3 inches, 5
feet 4 inches, 5 feet 5 inches, 5 feet 6 inches, 5 feet 7 inches, 5
feet 8 inches, 5 feet 9 inches, 5 feet 10 inches, 5 feet 11 inches, 5
feet 16 inches, 5 feet 48 inches, 5 x 3* 5 feet 8-9 inches, 6, 6-^-,
6-7* 6 feet 2 inches, 6 feet 3 inches, 6 feet 4 inches, 6 feet 5 inches,
6 feet 7 inches, 7* 7-8* 8, 84, 9* 10, 11* 12, I5, I6, I7, 25, 60,












inch, 1, 2, 2 X 3* 2 X 5f 3 3“4» 3 ^ i;, 1;, li-5, 5» 5’^'»
5 X 4* 6. 6?r, 6 3/4, 6x3, 6x4, 6x6, 6 or 8, 7, ^-, 7-8, 8, 8:^-,
9, 9t, 9 or 11, 10, 11, 12, 12 x I6, I3, l4, 15, I6, 19, 20, 21,
22, 24, 27, 32, 36, 50, 52, 56, 59, 62, 70, 91, 110.
Miscellaneous
•g- yard, 1 yard, 1-g- yards, 2 yards, 3 yards, 20 miles, 200 miles, 90
pounds, average, no, pecks, large, my size, medim, half, big, vroiaen’s
size, middle, l60Vf.
l.!ost common answer: size 8
III - 5 Width of regular full size bed
Fair estimate: 50 indies to 56 inches inclusive.
Vfrong ;
Inches
1-0-, 2, 4, 5-4, 5 3/4 , 6, 6 X 6, 7, 9, 9 X 9, 10, 12, 12^^, 12 x 25, l4,
15, 17, 18, 20, 214, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 30 X 20, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 38-i-, 39, 40, 42, 43, U;, 45 , 46 , 48 , 49 , 59 , 6o, 6l, 63, 64,







-J, 2 , 2J-, 2^ or 5 , 3 , 3i-, 3^-4 , 3 3/4 , 3*4 , 3 x 5 ,
3 X 6 , 3 foot 3 inches, 3 feet 6 inches, 3 feet 8 inches, 3 feet 9
inches, 4 , 4 or 4-6^-, 4“9 , 4-34* 4 or 5 , 4 x 6 , 5 , 5-, 3J-,
5 3/h » 5-6, 5-7, 5ii-6, 5 x 35-, 5 x 6, 5 x 7, 5 feet 2 inches^ 5 feet
3 inches, 3 feet 4 inches, 6 , 6-^-, 6^-^ 6-8 , 6-4 , 6 x 3 , 6 x 3ii', 6 x ii,
6 X 6 x 4 , 6 x 8 , 6 X 12 , X 4c, 6 feet 4 inches, 6 feet 5 inches,
6 feet 6 inches, 6 feet 7 inches, 6 feet 10 inches, 6.5, 7, 7a, 7“9,
7 feet 4 inches, 7 x 3, 7 x 4, 7 x 7 x 6, 7 x 9, 7 x I5, 8, 8-^,
8 feet 5 inches, 8 x 3 , 8 x 5 , 8 x 6 , 8 x 12 , 9, 9x4, 9x6, 10,
10-7, 10 X 6, 11, 12, 12 X 5, 12 X 6, 13, iLi, 15, 18 , 20, 21, 22, 24 ,
29, 30, 30 feet 20 inches, 34, 40, 48, 50, 52 x 98, 60, 62, 70, 80 , 90,
100 feet 10 inches, 400.
Yards
yard,
-I-, 1, 1 3/4, 1 yard 8 inches, 1 yard 1 foot, 1-2, 2, 2-3, 2





h/3 , 1, li, 2, 2-i, 2ir, 3, 3 X 3, 3 X 6, 3 X 26, i+, U 3A,
U or 5, u X 6, U X 8, 5, 3|-, 5 X 5 X 7, 5 X 8, 5 X 10, 5| x
6^ 6|-, 6-1]., 6-12, 6 X 2, 6 x^l]., 6 X 7» 6x8, 6 x 9» 6 x 10, 6 x 12,
6^- X ife-, 6x5, 7> 7i» 7 X 5-|-, 7 x l^, 7 x lj.^% 7 x 5, 7 x 10, 8, 8^-,
8-^-, 8x1;, 8x5> 8x6, 8x11, 9» 9a » 9 x I4., 9 x 12, 10, 10|-, lOjj,
10 X 12, 12, 12-18, 12 X 15, 12 x 18, 12 x 2i+, 13 ^3, 13 x 5, I5, 18,
19, 20, 21 X 10, 2U, 21^, 2k X 32, 25, 25 x I5, 26 x 20, 29, 30, 30 x
kO, 32, 3li. 35 or ;o. 36, 36J, 36 X alt, 38, 39, I4;, k5 . U6 , he. 50,
3h, 55, 57, 60, 63, 65, 66 , 70. 72, 72 x 12, Jh, 75, 79 x 80, 81,
83-96, 95, 100, 105, 117, 120, 160, 200, 315, 2000, double, yes,
omces, 2 single, room ^or tvvo, a bed, nan's size, pound, 6x5
pounds, 10 pomds, 12 pounds, 15 or 20 pounds, 2k poxmds, 50 pounds,
60 pounds, 94 pounds, 100 pounds, l45 pounds, I50 pomds, I65 pomds,
342 pomds, 400 pounds, 6OO pounds, 6x4x2 cubic feet, 4'i''s.
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Average Yields for Cotton and IVlieat
talcen fron
Cotton Yearbook of the llevr York Cotton Exchan
and
Crops and I'arkets
published monthly by the
United States Department of Agriculture

COTTON - YIELD PER ACRE III POUNDS
Average Average
State 1928-1937 1933-1937 1937
Virginia 281; 293 312
North Carolina 281 309 338
South Carolina 2l^3 267 289
Georgia 212 239 270
Florida 1U[ 157 162
Alaboxia 205 233 290
Tennessee 255 254 320
Ilississippi 225 262 372
Louisiana 2lh 236 337
Arkansas 206 219 298
llissouri 313 33U 3h6
Texas 147 151 197
Olclahona 133 121 156
California 491 5it5 570
Arizona 371 UI7 501
ITev; Mexico i|.06 U59 i+90




































WIHAT - YIELD PER ACRE li^ BUSIIEI^
Average Indicated
State 1928-1937 I938 I.Iay 1, I939
Hevf York 20.0 25.0 23.0
llew Jersey 21.8 22.0 22.0
PennsyIvania 18.8 21.0 20.5
Ohio 19.3 19.5 19.0




I Michigan 19.9 21.5 22.0







Missoiuri 13.7 13.0 13.5
North Dalcota — —
South Dakota 11.5 11.5 10.0
Nebraska 12.0 13.5
Kansas 12.5 10.5 11.0
Delaware 17.4 20.0 19.0
Maryland 18.6 20.0 19.5
Virginia 14.3 ll+.O li+.o
lYest Virginia 14.7 15.0 15.0
North Carolina 10.6 11.5 11.0
South Carolina 9.0 11.0 10.5
Georgia 8.8 10.0 9.0
Kentuclcy 13.6 15.0 13.0
Tennessee 10.9 11.0 10.5
Alabarm 10.0 13.0 11.5
Arkansas 9.2 8.5 8.5
Oklaliona 11.7 11.0 11.0
Texas 10.2 9.0 10.5
liontana 12.8 23.5 16.0
Idaho 19.7 25.0 20.5
Vfyoning 11.0 13.0 12.5
Colorado 11.1+ 14.5 ll+.o
Nevr Ifexico 9 >h 10.0 13.0
Arizona 22.2 22.2 22.2
Utah 16.1+ 21.0 ll;.0
Nevada 25.5 27.0 27.0
Vfesliington 23.5 27.0 23.0
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Validation of the Quest! oimaire
Validity is a matter of objectives. It is fundamentally
a curricular problem and can not be established by mere statistical
treatment. The most helpful use of statistics imy be, and in the
present study is, in the treatment of the data gathered in pursuit
of the study.
In the past certain objectives have been assumed for the
teaching of measures and denorainate numbers. A dozen or more studies
cited in Chapter I, have definitely challenged the older objectives.
This study is a curricular study, seeking to go further than other
studies have gone and to secure a final anavrer to some of the
curricular questions previously raised.
The questionnaire used is not a test. It is a device for
gathering data on the simple and obvious in the field of measures and
denominate numbers.
During the course of this study the question of validity
naturally came up. In so far as the present studj'’ relates to child
and adult usage, the only statistical items of value are frequency
and relative frequency. Differences in frequency or in percentages
therefore become important. These have been adequately cared for
throughout the study. The customary statistical procedures for
reliability have not been applied since the basis for the study is a
questionnaire and not a test. Sjononds recognizes that there is a dif-
ference.^
1. Symonds, Percival M.
,
Measurement in Secondary Education,
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